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ABSTRACT 
Tsetse flies transmit trypanosome species that cause sleeping sickness in humans 
and nagana in livestock. In the absence of a vaccine against trypanosome parasites 
and given the high cost of treatment, vector control remains the most effective method 
for reducing the incidence of trypanosomiasis. In anticipation of area-wide control of 
G. pallidipes by using genetic methods, a thorough understanding of its breeding 
structure is required. 
Capture release-recapture data show that G. pallidipes has a high capacity for 
dispersal, but genetic data indicate surprisingly high differentiation among populations. 
Studying local patterns of genetic variation and examining how such variation changes 
temporally can provide insight into the apparent contradiction between ecological and 
genetic data. The overall objective of my research was to determine microgeographic 
(200 m - < 10 km) genetic structure of G. pallidipes and compare with population 
structure at the macrogeographic (tens to hundreds of kilometers) scale. In addition, I 
wanted to assess temporal changes in gene diversity and differentiation. 
Microsatellite DNA loci were characterized and used to study genetic variation 
within and among natural G. pallidipes populations. The loci were highly polymorphic 
(mean number of alleles = 20.5 ±10.1) and unlinked hence useful for population 
studies. Mating was random within but not among populations at the macrogeographic 
scale (FST = 0.18). Differentiation among microgeographic populations was minimal 
(FST = 0.017) indicating a high rate of gene flow at microgeographic scale. Allele 
frequencies were homogeneous among sampling sites. Analysis of molecular 
variance (AMOVA) showed that most of the variation (> 90%) lay within sites while 
only 2% of the total variance was attributed to variation among blocks. 
Allele frequencies were homogenous between seasons. Genetic differentiation 
was higher in the dry season than in the wet season. However, differentiation between 
pooled wet and pooled dry season samples did not differ significantly from zero (FST = 
0.008, GST = 0.004). AMOVA showed that less than 2% of the variance could be 
attributed to difference between temporal samples. It is concluded that tsetse 
populations show little temporal variation probably due to drift. These results provide a 
better understanding of levels of genetic subdivision and gene flow at the local scale. 
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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
INTRODUCTION 
Economic and medical importance of tsetse flies and trypanosomiasis 
Tsetse flies (Diptera: Glossinidae) can be ranked among the world's most 
destructive pests. They infest more than a third of the land area (11 million km2) across 
sub-Saharan Africa (Gu et al., 1999). At least 46 million cattle are at risk of contracting 
tsetse-transmitted trypanosomiasis, as are millions of sheep, goats, donkeys, camels 
and horses (Reid et al. 2000). African livestock producers administer an estimated 35 
million curative and preventive treatments to trypanosome infected animals annually 
(Geerts and Holmes, 1997). At a price of approximately $1 per treatment, the disease is 
costing the producers and governments at least $35 million per year (Kristjanson et al., 
1999). 
Direct annual losses in meat, milk and crop production together with costs of 
implementing and maintaining tsetse fly and trypanosomiasis control operations is 
estimated to be US$4 billion (FAO, 1994). Furthermore, it is estimated that the indirect 
annual cost is about US$1.3 billion (Kristjanson et ai, 1999). Livestock trypanosomiasis 
is therefore a major cause of rural poverty in sub-Saharan Africa. It leads to a great 
reduction, and in some places, exclusion of livestock from tsetse-infested land. This not 
only affects the supply of milk and meat but also limits the use of draft power. If the 
tsetse-infested area of Africa were free of tsetse, its cattle carrying capacity would 
increase from 20 to 140 million, generating annual revenue of US$750 million (Finelle, 
1974). It is estimated that agricultural production in an average African household would 
increase 10-fold if draft power were not affected by trypanosomiasis (Olet, 2001). 
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Tsetse flies also transmit trypanosomes that cause sleeping sickness in humans. 
Recent estimates show that over 60 million people living in some 250 foci are at risk of 
contracting the disease, with about 300,000 new cases occurring annually (WHO, 
1998). Today, epidemics occur in Uganda, southern Sudan, Angola, and the Congo, 
where the situation has been aggravated by poverty and political instability rampant in 
many of these countries (Welburn et al. 1999). The disease has been a major cause of 
depopulation of large tracts of Africa (Jordan, 1986). There are two forms of human 
African trypanosomiasis (HAT). A chronic form caused by Trypanosoma brucei 
gambiense occurs in west and central Africa. An acute form occurs in east and southern 
Africa, and is caused by T. brucei rhodesiense. The social and economic impact of 
sleeping sickness is often underestimated. Unless treated, HAT is usually fatal. Effective 
drugs are few and treatment is costly. New strategies are therefore necessary to avert 
the role of tsetse flies as vectors of both livestock and human trypanosomiasis. 
Tsetse control strategies 
Despite many years of research on trypanosomes and their development in 
mammalian hosts, effective vaccines against them are still unavailable. This is because 
trypanosomes have an inherent ability to change their surface proteins by antigenic 
variation (Barry, 1997; Pays et ai, 2004). Chemoprophylaxis and treatment are 
expensive and usually ineffective. Furthermore, improper use of therapeutic drugs has 
led to the emergence of drug resistance in animal trypanosomes (Jordan, 1986; Stich et 
al., 2003). There are limited prospects for development of new drugs. Vector control is 
therefore considered the most efficacious way to prevent the spread of trypanosomiasis. 
Several methods of tsetse control have been used (reviewed by Allsopp, 2001). These 
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include the use of traps and odor-baited targets (Vale, 1982; Brightwell et al., 1997), 
insecticide applications, and live bait technologies (Thomson and Wilson, 1991). These 
techniques have been successfully applied in many areas of Africa (Leak, 1999). 
However, they have some shortcomings. For example, some flies avoid landing on traps 
(Olet, 2001), and trap sustainability, especially at the community level is difficult (Barret 
and Okali, 1998). In the absence of sustained control efforts, tsetse fly populations can 
recover from residual pockets or re-invade from neighboring territories as was claimed 
to be the case in Nguruman, Kenya (Brightwell et ai, 1997). Additionally, unsupervised 
and uncoordinated use of insecticides eventually may lead to insecticide resistance. 
Most tsetse control efforts have been fairly localized and don't cover wide geographic 
ranges. Consequently, it has become necessary to adopt area-wide control methods 
such as the sterile insect technique (SIT) first developed by Knipling (1955). 
In the SIT, sexually sterilized males are mass reared and released to mate with 
wild females leading to embryonic arrest and expulsion of dead embryos (Van der 
Vloedt et al., 1978). Thus, the reproductive capacity of the target population is reduced 
in direct proportion to the sterile mating rate. SIT has been successfully implemented in 
area-wide eradication of insect pests such as the Mediterranean fruit fly, Ceratitis 
capitata (Hendrichs et ai, 1995; Krafsur, 1998), and the New World Screworm, 
Cochliomyia hominivorax (Lindquist, 1955; Krafsur et ai, 1987, 1998). Due to its low 
reproductive rate, tsetse is said to be an ideal candidate for this approach. But Rogers 
and Randolph (2002) argued that despite the low rate of reproduction, tsetse 
populations tend to be rather resilient, and are able to resist natural mortality factors that 
kill other insects. Successful attempts utilizing the SIT to eradicate tsetse were claimed 
in Burkina Faso (Politzar and Cuisance, 1984) and Nigeria (Oladunmade et ai, 1990). 
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More recently, the method was used to eradicate G. austeni from Unguja Island, 
Zanzibar (Vreysen et al., 2000). Proposals are underway to eradicate G. pallidipes from 
Lambwe Valley, Kenya and in Ethiopia by using the SIT (Reichard, 2002) in combination 
with traps and targets. For the SIT to succeed, it is vital to investigate levels of genetic 
variation within target populations, and determine levels of gene flow among 
neighboring G. pallidipes populations. Limited gene flow would favor SIT because the 
chances of re-invasion of eradicated areas would be low. On the other hand, high 
immigration pressures would compromise eradication schemes (Krafsur, 2003). 
Explanation of dissertation format 
This dissertation is organized in three parts. Part I consists of a general 
introduction on the economic importance of tsetse and trypanosomiasis and literature 
review. The reviewed literature consists of general tsetse biology and ecology and how 
these may affect tsetse population genetic structure. Literature on population genetic 
studies of tsetse in general and G. pallidipes in particular is reviewed. There is a short 
section on the molecular markers that have been used in tsetse population genetics and 
the relative advantages/disadvantages of each. 
Part II of this dissertation consists of scientific papers emanating from my 
research. Papers are presented as separate chapters and are written in accordance 
with requirements of specific journals. The status of publication of each paper is stated 
on the first page. Each paper has a separate abstract, an introduction, a section on 
materials and methods, results, discussion and references. Chapter 2 reports the 
isolation and characterization of microsatellite markers for G. pallidipes. This paper was 
published in Molecular Ecology Notes, but has been re-written to include more results 
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and discussion. Chapter 3 evaluates diversities, gene flow, and differentiation among G. 
pallidipes populations over a macrogeographic scale (tens to thousands of kilometers). 
Variation was assessed at microsatellite and mitochondrial DNA loci. This paper was 
submitted to Genome. Chapter 4 examines the genetic structure of G. pallidipes at a 
microgeographic scale (200 m - 10 km) and will be submitted to The Journal of 
Heredity. In Chapter 5, I report on temporal and seasonal changes in the genetic 
structure of G. pallidipes. This paper will be submitted to Molecular Ecology. 
Elliot Krafsur is listed as a co-author in each paper because he is my major 
professor and participated in experimental design as well as editing of manuscripts. Matt 
Cummings ran silver-stained gels as part of the characterization of microsatellite loci 
(Chapter 2). Ken Jones of Genetic Identification Services (GIS) did the cloning of 
microsatellite loci and designed primers. Gerardo Marquez is listed as co-author in 
Chapters 3, 4 and 5 because he performed single strand conformation polymorphisms 
(SSCPs) for mitochondrial DNA analysis. He also did some of the statistical analyses. 
Part III offers a general summary and conclusion. References cited in the general 
introduction, literature review and general summary and conclusion come at the end of 
the dissertation. 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Classification of tsetse flies 
It is outside the scope of this dissertation to discuss or review detailed 
classification of Glossina. I therefore only provide a general overview to bring into 
perspective the relative position of Glossina pallidipes, the subject of my research. 
Tsetse flies belong to the genus Glossina, Order Diptera, and family Glossinidae. 
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Opinions vary in literature as to the number of species and subspecies represented in 
this genus (Buxton, 1955; Leak, 1999). Based upon chemical, genetic and hybridization 
data, Gooding and Krafsur (2004a) recently suggested that there are 33 species and 
sub-species of tsetse. Identification and classification of tsetse depend on morphological 
differences in the structure of genitalia. Mulligan (1970) and Jordan (1993) describe 
anatomical features of the genitalia and provide keys for identification. Based on 
morphological differences and ecological characteristics, tsetse can be broadly divided 
into three distinct groups or subgenera (Buxton, 1955; Leak, 1999). These include the 
palpalis (riverine tsetse, subgenus Nemorhina), morsitans (savanna tsetse, subgenus 
Glossina), and fusca (forest tsetse, subgenus Austenina) groups. G. pallidipes Austen, 
is a member of the G. morsitans Westwood species group. It is considered one of the 
most important vectors of animal trypanosomiasis. 
Tsetse fly distribution and abundance 
The genus Glossina is widely distributed in much of sub-Saharan Africa, 
occupying between 14° North and 29° South (Buxton, 1955). Within the broad limits of 
its distribution Glossina does not occur everywhere. It is absent from highland areas with 
altitudes exceeding 6000 ft. (Glasgow, 1963). G. pallidipes inhabits woodland savannas, 
and thickets. The thickets provide favorable breeding and resting sites, while the more 
open vegetation act as feeding grounds. The geographic distribution of G. pallidipes 
ranges from Malawi, Mozambique, Zimbabwe, and Zambia north to Sudan, Ethiopia, 
and Somalia. Tanzania, Congo, Kenya, and Uganda also harbor populations (Jordan, 
1993). In East and southern Africa, populations are disjunct and G. pallidipes lives in a 
number of apparently isolated patches (Glasgow, 1963, Ford, 1971). 
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Several factors influence the limits of tsetse distribution and abundance. These 
include environmental factors such as temperature, saturation deficit, elevation, rainfall 
and vegetation cover (Rogers, 1977; Brightwell et ai, 1992, Robionson et ai, 1997a, 
1997b). Host availability also plays a part in determining local abundance of flies 
(Rogers and Boreham, 1973; Turner, 1981). 
Bursell (1970) suggested that tsetse flies move randomly in their habitats. Such 
random movement would cause an even distribution of flies and homogenize gene 
frequencies among subpopulations. However, the above listed environmental factors 
may cause uneven distribution of tsetse between vegetation types. For example, 
Hargrove and Vale (1980) attributed such uneven distribution in Zimbabwe's Zambezi 
Valley to extreme climatic conditions during the hot dry season, which made riverine 
woodland more suitable for tsetse. Elsewhere in Zimbabwe and Zambia, Robinson et al. 
(1997a) used satellite data to predict suitable habitats for G.morsitans centralis, G.m. 
morsitans, and G. pallidipes. From the data, they were able to infer the environmental 
variables that shape the distributions of these species. Furthermore, they determined 
that tsetse distribution cuts across various ecological zones and that different models 
and variables are required to describe the distribution across these different zones. This 
may suggest that tsetse populations exist in geographically isolated units or 
subpopulations in which flies are adapted to the local environment. Indeed, genetic data 
show that tsetse populations are highly differentiated, consistent with a discontinuous 
distribution (Krafsur et ai, 1997; Krafsur and Wohlford, 1999; Krafsur, 2002, Ouma et 
ai, unpublished data). Whereas genetic data show patterns of restricted gene flow, 
ecological research indicates that tsetse of the morsitans group have a great capacity 
for dispersal. 
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Dispersal rate of tsetse flies 
Most of the early advances in the understanding of tsetse dispersal were 
obtained from the capture-mark-recapture experiments of Jackson (1944, 1946). 
Jackson concluded from such experiments that tsetse dispersal involved to-and-fro 
ambit between resting sites and feeding grounds. Bursell (1970) opposed the idea of 
ambits when he observed that catches from bait cattle gave different pictures of fly 
distribution and movement than previously provided by man-fly rounds. Bursell 
suggested that tsetse movement could be explained by a random walk model. The idea 
of random movement was confirmed by Rogers (1977) who fitted a random walk model 
to Jackson's (1946) data and to his own mark-release-recapture data on G. fuscipes 
fuscipes and G. morsitans morsitans. Subsequent re-examination of Jackson's (1946) 
data showed they conform well to a simple diffusion model (Hargrove, 1981; Hargrove 
and Lange, 1989) 
More recently, Williams et al. (1992) predicted that the mean rate of frontal 
advance of morsitans group flies is of the order of 200 m day"1 or 7 km year"1. In a 
theoretical study of re-invasion of cleared areas by G. pallidipes, Hargrove (2000) 
suggested that areas as large as 10, 000 km2 should be treated to minimize re-invasion. 
In summary, tsetse dispersal can be modeled as a random movement or as a diffusion 
process. Additionally, savanna group tsetse flies are highly vagile. With such random 
movement and high dispersal rate, it is unclear why published genetic data indicate that 
tsetse populations seem to be highly localized. 
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Tsetse life history and biology 
Tsetse flies of both sexes are obligatory and exclusively blood feeders. 
Reproduction in tsetse is by adenotrophic viviparity (Tobe and Langley, 1978). There is 
no free egg stage, and females retain each egg within the uterus. The fertilized egg 
hatches into a first stage larva that passes through three instars, nourished by milk 
glands that are highly modified accessory glands inside the uterus (Denlinger and Ma, 
1974). A female tsetse deposits it is first mature larva when it is 16 to 17 days old. 
Thereafter, progeny are produced optimally every 9 to10 days. The larvae burrow into 
the soil and pupate 1to 2h after larviposition. Pupae remain in the ground for about 30 
days before adults emerge. On average a female can deposit 2 puparia during its 5 to 6 
week life span (Gooding, 1998; Gooding and Krafsur, In press). Consequently, tsetse 
flies have a very low reproductive rate. The low fecundity and peculiar life cycle of tsetse 
is claimed to make them ideal targets for control or eradication using genetic methods 
(Vreysen, 2001). However, this claim was questioned by Rogers and Randolph (2002, 
2003) who argued that although tsetse flies have low reproductive rates, they are highly 
resilient to mortality factors. 
Genetic variation and markers in tsetse flies 
Laboratory studies 
There is evidence of intraspecific geographical variation in behavior and host 
preference in tsetse flies (Torr et al., 1988; Colvin & Gobson, 1992). Much of the initial 
empirical evidence of such variation came from studies with tsetse laboratory cultures. 
Moloo (1992) compared the performance of G. pallidipes originating from two allopatric 
Kenya populations, one from the Shimba Hills and the other from the Nguruman. He 
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observed that bionomic parameters (insemination rates, female survival rates, puparial 
weights and survival rates) did not differ between the two cultures. However, fecundity 
of the Shimba Hills culture females was significantly greater than that of the Nguruman 
culture. In addition, Nguruman culture flies were significantly more susceptible to 
infection with Trypanosoma congolense, and were more likely to develop mature 
infections (Moloo, 1993). But the genetic basis of these differences, if any, was never 
investigated. Moreover, this was an unreplicated study - any two tsetse cultures from 
the same ancestral population could, in principle, have varied as much. 
Van Etten (1982a) demonstrated different feeding frequencies of female G. 
pallidipes from allopatric Kenyan populations. Differences were also recorded in activity 
patterns and responses to temperature (Van Etten, 1982b). In a separate study, it was 
shown that G. pallidipes cultures established from the Lambwe and from Kibwezi Forest 
populations differed significantly in the duration of copulation (Van Etten, 1981). These 
studies were not replicated and variation was never examined among and within natural 
tsetse populations. Indeed, until recently, genetic studies on natural tsetse populations 
had been limited and where possible, gene flow could not be properly inferred because 
of lack of appropriate genetic markers. 
Variation in natural populations 
Genetic variation among natural populations of G. pallidipes has been studied by 
using gel electrophoresis of allozymes (Van Etten, 1982c; Nesbitt et al. 1990; Gooding, 
1990). Van Etten (1982c) examined enzyme polymorphisms at 15 loci in G. pallidipes 
from eight localities in Kenya. Polymorphism was demonstrated in three of the 15 
presumptive loci described. It was inferred that the zymogram technique is of limited 
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value for population characterization in G. pallidipes. The foregoing conclusion ignored 
the fact that allozymes are gene products and can be subject to selective processes as 
was recently observed in G. pallidipes (Krafsur, 2002). Furthermore, direct observation 
of DNA loci would have yielded more accurate estimates of variation. Agutsuma and 
Otieno (1988) examined 11 enzymes in two Kenyan G. pallidipes populations. Two 
enzymes were highly polymorphic, but the data were not tested for gene flow. Nesbitt et 
al. (1990) also estimated diversities in two G. pallidipes populations in Kenya by 
examining 12 enzyme-gene systems. Three loci were polymorphic with a mean 
heterozygosity of 0.091 ± 0.056. Gene frequencies at esterase, phosphoglucomutase 
and phosphoglucose isomerase differed significantly between the two populations. 
There are three problems with the foregoing field studies. First, the number of 
putative loci examined (11-15) was low and could have led to substantial intra-and 
interlocus variances. A minimum of 20 loci should be examined to make reliable gene 
diversity estimates (Nei, 1978). Secondly, no inferences were made on gene flow. 
Thirdly, the studies were carried out with limited sampling, and covered only about a 
quarter of the known range of G. pallidipes. 
To estimate gene flow, Krafsur et al. (1997) examined the breeding structure of 
11 natural G. pallidipes populations from southern Africa and Kenya by surveying 40 
allozyme loci. Only 11 loci were polymorphic three of which could not resolve well 
enough in some samples. Thirty alleles segregated at eight polymorphic loci. 
Phosphoglucose isomerase (Pgi) was the most diverse locus, with 68% of the tsetse 
being heterozygous at this locus. The data showed surprisingly high levels of genetic 
differentiation, indicating restricted gene flow. 
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Differentiation is estimated by FSj, the "fixation index". FSj measures departures 
from random mating among subpopulations and is the mean correlation between two 
randomly chosen alleles in a subpopulation, relative to those in the total population. It is 
also the standardized variance in allele frequencies among subpopulations and varies in 
magnitude from zero (no fixation) to 1 (fixation of alternate alleles at different 
populations). According to Wright's island model, the mean number of migrants per 
generation, A/em, is related to FsT in the equation FST = (1 + 4/Vem)"1. This equation can 
be re-written to estimate A/em = (1 - FST)/4FST- Mean FsT among the 11 G. pallidipes 
populations from southern Africa and Kenya was 0.25. The corresponding rate of gene 
flow is 0.8 reproducing migrants per generation. Similar levels of gene flow were 
observed when variation was examined in mitochondrial DNA (Krafsur and Wohlford, 
1999) and at microsatellite loci (Krafsur, 2002). In summary, tsetse populations show 
surprisingly high differentiation and restricted rates of gene flow. 
Molecular and biochemical genetic markers in tsetse flies 
A range of molecular markers is now available for population genetic 
investigations in tsetse. 
Protein markers 
Allozymes/isozymes 
Allozymes, the most widely used protein markers, are considered the most cost-
effective method for investigating genetic variation at the population level (Murphy et al., 
1990). They are commonly separated on starch, polyacrylamide or cellulose acetate 
media and stained with enzyme specific reaction mixtures (Loxdale and Lushai, 1998). 
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Allozymes of a given enzyme are typically the products of different alleles at a locus 
(Crozier, 1993). A diploid organism like tsetse can be homozygous at an enzyme locus 
having two copies of the same allele, or heterozygous having different alleles coding for 
charge-size variants of the same functional enzyme, hence the term allozyme (Loxdale 
and Lushai, 1998). 
Allozymes segregate according to Mendelian genetics. They are 
electrophoretically separated by charge caused by changes in the primary protein 
structure, and a proportion of allelic differences can be detected (Richardson et al., 
1986). Enzyme studies have been widely used in genetic studies of laboratory and field 
populations of tsetse flies. For example, isozymes (variants of the same enzyme) were 
used for interspecific comparisons of genetic variation, and for inferring phylogenetic 
relationships among tsetse species (Gooding et ai, 1991). Gooding and Rolseth (1995) 
also used isozymes for designation of linkage groups and mapping in G. palpalis 
palpalis. These markers have also provided information on the genetic structure of 
natural populations of Glossina species (Nesbitt et ai, 1990; Krafsur et al., 1997, 
Krafsur and Griffiths, 1997, Krafsur, 2002). However, population genetic studies using 
isozyme markers revealed little or no variation and a low frequency of polymorphic loci 
(Gooding, 1981, Gooding et al., 1993). In addition to low detectable variability of many 
enzyme loci, fresh or deep frozen biological material is required. Freezing is done by 
using liquid nitrogen, which may not always be available in the field. This complicates 
storage of samples for electrophoretic studies in developing countries, where liquid 
nitrogen is hard to come by and is often too costly. DNA markers offer an alternative 
method for assessing genetic variation within and among populations. DNA analyses 
can provide more characters per gene and less sample and storage costs. 
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DNA markers 
Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) 
Animal mitochondrial DNA is inherited maternally as a single unit of about 15 kb 
(Avise and Lansman, 1983; Brown, 1985). Variants do not recombine and are called 
haplotypes. The inheritance of mtDNA is thus formally similar to a single haploid locus. 
Due to their clonal pattern of inheritance, mitochondrial loci can be used to measure 
genetic differentiation and maternal lines of descent. Furthermore, mitochondrial 
variation is a sensitive indicator of genetic drift and bottleneck events (Avise, 1994). 
Mitochondrial DNA has been widely used in taxonomic and population studies (Simon et 
al., 1994). A rapid isolation technique for insect mtDNA was reported by Martinez et al. 
(1992), and universal primers that amplify across the entire insect mtDNA are available 
(Simon et al., 1994). Variation in mtDNA can be analyzed by using the single strand 
conformation polymorphism (SSCP) method (Black and DuTeau, 1997). SSCP has 
been applied to infer gene flow and gene diversity in houseflies (Marquez and Krafsur, 
2002, 2003), and in several species of tsetse flies (Wohlford et al., 1999; Krafsur and 
Wohlford, 1999; Krafsur et a I., 2000, 2001). 
Although mtDNA is useful for population studies, its matrilineal inheritance may 
lead to erroneous interpretation of colonizing insects relative to their source population 
(Roderick, 1996). For example, when mtDNA is used to study gene flow, the direct 
consequences of dispersal by males is missed (Palumbi and Baker, 1994). This is 
because male and female insects frequently differ in colonizing ability (Roderick and 
Caldwell, 1992). In contrast, information from nuclear DNA markers such as 
microsatellites can be used to document colonization by both males and females. It is 
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also possible to compare sex-specific data, which can then be used to examine 
behavioral differences between sexes (Birky et al., 1989; Slatkin and Maddison, 1989). 
Microsatellites 
Genetic variation in tsetse flies can also be examined by using microsatellite loci. 
Microsatellites are simple and short (2-6 bp) repetitive sequences of DNA that occur 
throughout the genomes of many eukaryotic organisms, including insects (Queller et al., 
1993; Haymer, 1994). Microsatellite loci tend to be highly polymorphic. Variation at 
these loci is reflected by length polymorphism, which is likely due to slippage during 
DNA replication (Schlôtterer and Tautz, 1992). DNA from individual flies is amplified via 
PGR by using primers that flank a particular microsatellite locus, and the resulting size 
variants can be resolved by electrophoresis and visualized by DNA staining. Due to their 
codominance, supposed selective neutrality, and Mendelian inheritance, microsatellites 
are very useful for population genetic studies. 
The problem with microsatellites is that their high mutation rates can lead to 
underestimation of genetic differentiation by using F-statistics particularly when 
migration is low (Hedrick, 1999). Underestimation of among population variance leads to 
overestimate of gene flow as explained by Krafsur (2003). However, the benefits of 
using microsatellites far outweigh the shortcomings. Despite their usefulness, only a 
limited number of microsatellite markers have been developed in tsetse flies. Solano et 
al. (1997) isolated an autosomal and two X-linked microsatellite loci from G. palpalis 
gambiensis. Luna et al. (2001) identified 13 polymorphic microsatellite markers from G. 
palpalis palpalis. Among the morsitans group of tsetse, microsatellites have been 
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isolated from G. morsitans s.i. (Baker and Krafsur, 2001) and G. pallidipes (Ouma et al., 
2003). 
The focus of my research 
In summary, the foregoing review of the literature indicates that savanna tsetse 
flies particularly G. pallidipes are highly mobile and that tsetse movement follows a 
random diffusion model. Furthermore, genetic data from several independent studies 
using nuclear and mitochondrial DNA markers show surprisingly high differentiation 
among G. pallidipes populations. 
The apparent lack of concordance between genetic and ecological data calls for 
further evaluation. Whereas most of the published ecological data pertain to distances 
ranging from less than ten to tens of kilometers, the genetic sampling data involved tens 
to thousands of kilometers. Direct comparisons of genetic data with ecological data 
obtained at different scales thus may be misleading (Krafsur, 2003). Here I examine the 
genetic structure of G. pallidipes, at two different spatial scales: 1 ) macrogeographic 
scale (tens to hundreds of kilometers) and 2) microgeographic scale (200 m to 10 km). 
The former covered most of the known range of this species from southern Africa to 
Ethiopia, while the latter involved intensive sampling in the Nguruman and Lambwe 
Valley areas of Kenya. I also evaluate temporal/seasonal variation in the genetic 
structure of G. pallidipes. 
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
My research had four main objectives. First was to isolate and characterize 
microsatellite DNA markers for the tsetse fly, G. pallidipes. Second was to estimate 
genetic differentiation and gene flow within and among natural G. pallidipes at the 
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macrogeographic scale. The second objective was achieved by obtaining samples from 
almost the entire known range of this species. This study provided the replication 
missing from previous studies by assessing variation at a greater number of loci and 
analyzing more samples than previously done. The third objective was to assess the 
genetic structure and gene flow within and among G. pallidipes populations at a fine 
geographic scale. This objective was achieved by genotyping flies obtained from sites 
separated by between 200 m to 10 km. The final objective was to examine temporal 
changes in gene diversity and genetic structure of G. pallidipes. Sampling was done 
during dry and wet seasons and over three years. The specific research questions and 
hypotheses tested are provided in each chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2. CHARACTERIZATION OF MICROSATELLITE MARKERS IN THE 
TSETSE FLY, GLOSSINA PALLIDIPES (DIPTERA: GLOSSINIDAE) 
A paper published in Molecular Ecology Notes 
J.O. OUMA1, M.A. CUMMINGS1, K.C. JONES2, and E.S. KRAFSUR1 
1 Department of Entomology, 402 Science 2, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011 
2 Genetic Identification Services, Inc., Chatsworth, CA 91311 
ABSTRACT 
Glossina pallidipes is a vector of African trypanosomiasis. Here we characterize 
eight new polymorphic microsatellite loci in 288 G. pallidipes sampled from 12 Kenyan 
populations. The number of alleles per locus ranged from four to 36 with a mean of 
20.5 ± 10.1. Expected single locus heterozygosities varied from 0.044 to 0.829. 
Heterozygosity averaged 0.616 ± 0.246. No linkage disequilibrium was found. We also 
report results in eight other tsetse species estimated by using the primers developed in 
G. pallidipes. The primers worked best in G. swynnertoni and G. austeni and worst in G. 
m. morsitans and G. m. submorsitans. 
Keywords: tsetse flies, Glossina pallidipes, microsatellites, simple sequence repeats, 
gene diversity 
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INTRODUCTION 
Tsetse flies (Diptera: Glossinidae) are obligate and exclusive blood feeders found 
in much of tropical Africa where they transmit Trypanosoma spp. that cause sleeping 
sickness in humans and nagana in livestock. Of the 32 known taxa, Glossina pallidipes 
is among the most important vectors of trypanosomes. It has a wide but patchy 
distribution in East and southern Africa (Ford, 1971). 
Three classes of genetic markers have been developed in tsetse flies and used 
to evaluate natural populations. Gooding (1992) detected allozyme polymorphism in G. 
morsitans sensu lato and in G. palpalis. Krafsur & Griffiths (1997) examined isozyme 
variation at 31-45 loci in G. pallidipes, G. morsitans s.l. (consisting of 3 reproductively 
isolated taxa), and G. swynnertoni. They observed that 23% of the loci were 
polymorphic, and heterozygosity averaged over loci and taxa was 6.2%. Studies on the 
breeding structure of G. pallidipes showed surprisingly high levels of genetic 
differentiation at allozyme loci (Krafsur et al., 1997) and at mitochondrial loci (Krafsur 
and Wohlford, 1999). Microsatellite loci have also been developed in tsetse flies. 
Microsatellites are simple-sequence repeats (SSRs) of two to four nucleotide 
motifs that occur in eukaryotic genomes (Weber and May, 1989). Due to their high 
mutation rates and their general abundance in eukaryotic genomes, microsatellites have 
been applied in many genetic studies of insects and other arthropods. Furthermore, they 
segregate as co-dominant markers and are relatively easy to score. Solano et al. (1997) 
isolated an autosomal and two X-linked microsatellite loci from G. palpalis gambiensis. 
Luna et a!. (2001) identified 13 polymorphic microsatellite markers in G. palpalis 
palpalis. Baker and Krafsur (2001) isolated and characterized 16 microsatellite markers 
in G. morsitans s.l. The primers amplified DNA from other morsitans and palpalis 
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groups. Three of these markers were found to be useful for population genetic studies of 
G. pallidipes (Krafsur, 2002). Nevertheless, there is still a need for additional 
polymorphic microsatellite markers for G. pallidipes and to investigate the usefulness of 
such markers in cross-species amplification. Here we present eight new polymorphic 
microsatellite loci isolated from G. pallidipes and report their usefulness in related tsetse 
taxa. These markers were used for examining the genetic structure of G. pallidipes at 
macrogeographic (Chapter 3) and microgeographic (Chapter 4) scales. They were also 
applied to assess temporal trends in genetic variation (Chapter 5). 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Preparation of genomic DNA 
G. pallidipes were obtained from a colony established at the International Atomic 
Energy Agency (IAEA), Seibersdorf, Austria. Total genomic DNA was extracted as 
described by Wohlford et al. (1999) by using a hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide 
(CTAB) method, with slight modifications. An individual fly was placed in a 1,5-ml 
microcentrifuge tube, homogenized in 200 pi of low salt tri s-et hy I e n ed i a m i n etetraacetate 
(TE), 200 pi of 2X CTAB, and 10 pi of Tween-20. Twenty microliters of pronase was 
then added and the samples placed at 37°C overnight. Samples were centrifuged at 
13,000 rpm for 5 min and the supernatant transferred to a fresh tube. The supernatant 
was extracted with an equal volume of 24:1 chlorofornrisoamyl alcohol, precipitated with 
equal volume of cold (-20°C) 95% ethanol, and placed at -75°C for at least 30 min. The 
DNA was pelleted by centrifugation for 30 min at 13,000 rpm and then rinsed with 70% 
cold ethanol. The pellet was dried with a Centrivap concentrator (Labconco, Kansas 
City, Missouri), and the DNA rehydrated in 100 pi sterile double distilled water. 
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Enrichment of microsatellites 
Enriched genomic libraries were constructed by Genetic Identification Services 
(GIS, http://www.qenetic-id-services.com; Chatsworth, CA, USA), using 100 ng of G. 
pallidipes DNA. Prior to enrichment, the DNA was screened against six different 
microsatellite motifs: CA, GA, AAT, ATG, CAG, and TAG A. Based on the screenings, 
libraries were prepared for the most promising motifs. Sequencing revealed successful 
libraries enriched for CA, GA and CAG. Insert DNA from individual clones was amplified 
by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) following GIS guidelines. The PCR products were 
purified by using Qiaquick™ columns (Qiagen®) Inc.), and sequenced using forward 
and reverse universal M13 primers and ABI Prism® BigDye™ Terminator chemistry. 
Clones with inserts less than 350bp were not sequenced. Sequencing products were 
resolved on the ABI Prism® 377 Sequencer (PE Applied Biosystems). 
Primer design and amplification of SSRs 
Oligonucleotide primers were designed by using the software DesignerPCR ver. 
1.03, 1994 (Research Genetics, Inc.). One hundred and forty-two primer pairs for PCR 
were designed from the flanking sequences of 21 microsatellite loci. The first two pairs 
were tested for each locus, and the pair yielding specific PCR reaction as determined by 
single band on agarose gel was selected for use. Oligonucleotides were synthesized by 
Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, Iowa. G. pallidipes DNA was used in the initial 
evaluations of presumptive loci for polymorphisms. Primers were also tested against 
DNA from other Glossina taxa (Table 2). PCR amplifications were performed in a PTC-
100™ thermocycler (MJ Research Inc.) as 10p,L reactions containing 1x BiolaseTM PCR 
buffer, 1.5 or 2.5 mM MgCI2; 0.5|o,M each of forward primer (labeled with F AM or HEX), 
and reverse primer; 0.4 mM dNTPs; 0.4 units Biolase™ polymerase (Bioline USA, Inc., 
Springfield NJ); and about 100 ng template DNA. The amplification profile consisted of 
an initial denaturation at 94°C for 3 min followed by 34 cycles for 1 s at 94°C, 15 s at the 
primer-specific annealing temperature (Table 1), 72°C for 15 s, ending with an extension 
cycle of 72°C for 10 min. Analysis of fragment size was performed on the ABI Prism 377 
DNA sequencer, using Genescan™ 3.1.2 and the TAMRA-350 size standard. 
Optimization of PCR conditions 
Optimal reaction conditions were determined prior to PCR amplification of 
samples. Initial optimization was done at low annealing temperature of 45°C. Thereafter, 
annealing temperatures were increased by 3-5°C to find the most stringent. Magnesium 
chloride (MgCI2) was titrated in 0.5 mM increments ranging from 1 mM to 2.5mM to 
determine the magnesium ion concentration that produces the highest yield of a specific 
PCR product. PCR products were mixed with 4 pi of ficoll loading dye (10 mM NaOH, 
95% formaldehyde, 0.05% bromophenol blue, and 0.05% xylene cyanol) and loaded 
onto 1 % agarose. 
Data Analyses 
Analyses of genetic diversity were carried out by using FSTAT version 2.9.3.2 
(Goudet, 1995). Tests for Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium of the genotypic frequencies were 
carried out with ARLEQUIN version 2.0 (Schneider et ai 2000). Genotypic disequilibrium 
was tested by using the log-likelihood ratio G-statistic. 
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RESULTS 
Thirty-five putative positive clones were identified and sequenced. Twenty- eight 
of these had simple sequence repeats. Twenty out of 28 (71%) were dinucleotide 
repeats, and seven (25%) were trinucleotide repeats. One was a hexanucleotide repeat 
(TGG TGA)n. Dinuclotide motifs were either (CA)n, (CT)n, (GA)n, or (GT)n. The most 
frequent dinucleotide motif was (CT)n (30%), followed by (CA)n (25%). (TA)n was the 
least frequent (10%). (CAT)/? was the most frequent trinucleotide motif (57%). 
Primers could not be designed for seven of the SSR loci because the flanking 
sequences were too short. Five of the twenty dinucleotide microsatellites evaluated 
were polymorphic (25%). Three of seven trinucleotides (43%) were polymorphic. A locus 
was considered polymorphic if it had more than one allele. Only polymorphic loci were 
used for subsequent population analyses (Table 1). The above microsatellite sequences 
were classified as perfect (uninterrupted run), imperfect (interrupted run) or compound 
(two adjacent types) according Weber (1990). 
Of the eight polymorphic loci characterized, six (GpA23b, GpB6b, GpB20b, 
GpC5b, GpC10b and GpD18) were perfect repeats and two (GpA19a and GpC26b) 
were imperfect, a ratio of 3:1. Of the six perfect repeats, three were dinucleotide, and 
three were trinucleotide. For the polymorphic SSRs, average lengths of uninterrupted 
arrays were 21.7 and 8.7 for dinucleotide and trinucleotide loci, respectively. Overall, 
locus GpB20b had the highest number of repeats. 
Figures 1A and B show scanned photographs of silver-stained polyacrylamide 
gels for two of the microsatellite loci typed. We preliminarily determined the 
polymorphism status of loci by using silver-stained polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 
(PAGE). After identifying the informative loci, we used GeneScan to genotype tsetse 
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samples from natural populations. Figure 2 shows genotypes of field collected samples 
at loci GpC5b and GpC26b as determined by Genescan. Allele sizes could 
unambiguously be determined by using Genotyper (Figure 3). 
Polymorphisms at eight loci from 288 flies collected from 12 geographical 
populations are summarized in Table 1. We detected a total of 164 alleles. Numbers of 
alleles ranged from four to 36 per locus, with a mean of 20.5 ± 10.1. The difference 
between the longest and the shortest allele varied from nine (GpD18b) to 61 base pairs 
(GpB20£>). Averaged across loci, the difference between the maximum and minimum 
allele size was 39 bp. Observed (H0) and expected (HE) heterozygosities ranged from 
0.014 and 0.044 to 0.881 and 0.829, respectively. Mean H0 = 0.590 ± 0.260 and HE = 
0.616 ± 0.246; these lead to an estimate of departures from random mating FiT = 0.042. 
No significant linkage disequilibrium was detected. 
Glossina pallidipes primers amplified DNA from other Glossina morsitans group 
taxa (Table 2). G. m. morsitans DNA was not amplified at Gp A 19a, GpB6b and GpD18b. 
PCR performed using G. brevipalpis DNA as template yielded multiple bands in five of 
eight loci tested (Table 2). DNA from morsitans group flies yielded single bands by PCR 
at all loci except G. morsitans submorsitans and G. swynnertoni at GpA19a, G. 
swynnertoni at GpB6b, G.m. centralis and G. swynnertoni at GpB20b, and G. 
swynnertoni at GpC5b (Table 2). 
Mean expected heterozygosities among taxa ranged from 0.404 in G. m. 
morsitans to 0.700 in G. m. submorsitans. A significant paucity of heterozygotes was 
detected at 18 of 61 loci-taxa (c. 30%). The paucity probably was caused by null alleles. 
G. brevipalpis gave the best results and G. m. submorsitans and G. m. morsitans the 
worst. Sample sizes and loci numbers were too small to allow phylogenetic inferences. 
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DISCUSSION 
We have presented a useful set of eight microsatellite loci from G. pallidipes. 
Overall, dinucleotide motifs were more abundant than trinucleotide ones, with (CT)n 
being the most frequent motif. This observation is consistent with the report of Baker 
and Krafsur (2001) who found that eight of 12 G. morsitans sensu lato polymorphic 
microsatellite loci were dinucleotides, and only four of 12 were trinucleotides. They 
found that (GT)n was the most predominant motif. In a separate study, Luna et al. 
(2001) reported that all 13 polymorphic G.p. palpalis microsatellite loci had dinucleotide 
motifs, with (CA)n being the most frequent of dinucleotide repeats. These differences 
may be attributed to the screening and (or) enrichment protocols followed in those 
studies. As is the case in other living species, it appears dinucleotide repeats are the 
most abundant among Glossina spp. 
Other studies have shown that there is a general decrease in abundance as motif 
size increases (Schug et al., 1998, Katti et al., 2001). The inverse relationship between 
motif size and abundance may be attributed to higher slippage rates in dimers 
compared to other size classes (Kruglyak et al., 1998; Kruglyak et al., 2000). For 
example, in Drosphila melanogaster, di-, tri- and tetra-nucleotide motifs represent 66%, 
30%, and 4% of microsatellites among these size classes, respectively (Schug et al., 
1998). Our results are consistent with this trend. Generally, motif classes are neither 
equally represented across different taxa nor within the genome of any one species 
(Schug et al., 1998; Bachtrog et al., 2000). 
We were able to score unambiguously tsetse genotypes using the Genescan 
technique and Genotyper software. The automation of genotyping made it possible to 
screen hundreds of samples very quickly, and with minimized artifacts and errors. 
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Furthermore, digitized genotypes provide a relatively permanent record for future 
comparisons. Traditionally, alleles at microsatellite loci have been examined by using 
silver-stained polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. However, compared with GeneScan, 
this process is labor intensive, time consuming and may be inaccurate, especially where 
alleles are separated by one or two base pairs. In a separate study, we make an explicit 
comparison of data generated by GeneScan and silver-stained PAGE (Ouma et al., 
unpublished). 
A high level of allelic diversity (164 alleles) was detected in the 12 geographic 
populations sampled. This high polymorphism is a valuable asset for the application of 
these microsatellite loci to G. pallidipes population genetic analysis. An average of 20.5 
alleles was found over all the eight loci, indicating the informativeness of microsatellites 
as genetic markers for G. pallidipes. The mean number of alleles per locus is higher 
than detected in G. morsitans s.l. (na = 7.5) (Baker and Krafsur, 2001), G. morsitans 
centralis (na = 8.8) (Krafsur et al., 2001) and G. pallidipes (Krafsur, 2002). However, 
Krafsur (2002) scored only three loci as opposed to the eight scored in this study. 
Tsetse belong to the genus Glossina, that is divided into three subgenera, 
Austenina (fusca group), Nemorhina {palpalis group), and Glossina (morsitans group). 
G. pallidipes is in the morsitans group, and its primers reported in this work amplified 
DNA from at least one species in each of the three subgenera. This indicates 
interspecific conservation of priming sites within flanking sequences. Microsatellite loci 
have previously been shown to be conserved in the palpalis group tsetse (Solano et al., 
1997). Although G. pallidipes primers amplified DNA from other morsitans group taxa, 
G. morsitans morsitans DNA was not amplified at three out of eight loci (-38%). Overall, 
G. brevipalpis produced the best result in terms of allele resolution and G. m. morsitans 
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and G. m. submorsitans the worst. This is surprising given that G. brevipalpis belongs to 
the fusca group, and would therefore be expected to be phylogenetically more divergent 
from G. pallidipes, which is in the morsitans group. However, sample sizes and loci 
numbers are too small to allow proper phylogenetic inferences. 
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Table 1. Polymorphic microsatellite loci in 288 Glossina pallidipes representing 12 geographical populations. 7a is the 
annealing temperature. H0, the observed heterozygosity, and HE, the expected heterozygosity. 
Allele 
Locus size Ta Repeat motif No. alleles H0 
range (°C) 
(BP] 
HE 
Accession 
number Primer sequence (5'-3') 
GpA 19a 
142-189 52 (CA)7GA(CA)7 10 0.556 0.590 0.058 AY220498 F :CATATCCACACCCACATACAT 
R:GCGATTATGGCTAGAGGTTT 
GpA23b 172-215 52 (GT)21 27 0.581 0.609 0.046 AY220499 F:CTCCTGCTTGGGCTCTAT 
R : GCG AT G AGTT GGTTT CTTT 
GpB6b 187-224 52 (CT)l: 21 0.542 0.626 0.134 AY220500 F :GTAAACCGCCTGTCACATC 
R:AGGGAGAGAGCCGTAAGAG 
GpB20b 139-200 52 (GA)29 
GpCSb 187-239 52 (GAT)i0 
GpC10b 283-314 52 (CAT)g 
36 0.718 0.829 0.134 AY220501 F:AGTTTGCTTCTCAACGCAGTAG 
R:TTCGGCAGTAGATGGCAA 
21 0.653 0.753 0.133 AY220502 F : GTTGTTTTCTGCTCCT CAAT A 
R:CAAGGGTGTGTCGTCTTC 
27 0.881 0.748 -0.178 AY220303 F:GTTGATGTTGTGATGGTAATGA 
R:GCTGGCAAAGAAACTAATGA 
GpC26b 168-201 52 (CAT)3CGT(CAT)12 18 0.776 0.731 -0.062 AY220504 F : GGAT CACCCTTCTT GAAT G 
R:GGACGTTATTTGTTCGTGTAA 
GpD18b 220-229 52 (CAG); 0.014 0.044 0.682* AY220505 F : CCTGCG ATGTTTACCG AG 
R : CGAATCCCTACCTACAAGTCA 
Mean 
t SD 
* P< 0.01 
20.5 
± 10.1 
0.59 
±0.26 
0.616 
± 0.246 
0.118 
± 0.253 
Table 2. Genetic variability in Glossina taxa estimated by using G. pallidipes derived microsatellite primers 
No. of H-W 
Locus Taxa N alleles Size (bp) H0 HE Ft s (P-value) 
GpA19a G.longipennis 8 3 194-224 0.750 0.708 -0.059 0.464 
G.austeni 8 5 151-183 0.750 0.857 0.125 1.000 
G.f. fuscipes 8 1 177-178 0.000 0.500 1.000 NA 
G.m.submorsitans 8 7 142-168* 0.400 0.733 0.454 <0.001* 
G.m.centralis 8 3 142-160 0.500 0.833 0.400 0.064 
G.m.morsitans 8 
- - - - - -
G. swynnertoni 8 2 203-209* 0.708 0.590 -0.200 0.491 
G. brevipalpis 8 2 127-140* 0.375 0.325 -0.154 0.182 
GpA23b G.longipennis 7 6 131-187* 0.875 0.692 -0.264 <0.001* 
G.austeni 7 8 140-184* 0.625 0.508 -0.230 <0.001* 
G.f. fuscipes 8 6 149-162* 0.750 0.500 -0.500 <0.001* 
G.m.submorsitans 8 6 171-188 0.500 0.433 -0.154 0.018 
G.m.centralis 8 10 195-215 0.875 0.867 -0.009 1.000 
G.m.morsitans 8 7 171-196 0.500 0.642 0.221 1.000 
G.swynnertoni 8 6 177-208 0.833 0.748 -0.114 1.000 
G. brevipalpis 7 5 168-198* 0.875 0.817 -0.071 0.718 
GpB6b G.longipennis 8 3 191-200* 0.750 0.575 -0.304 0.209 
G.austeni 4 5 211-238* 0.875 0.675 -0.296 0.636 
G.f. fuscipes 8 2 217 0.000 0.000 NA 0.009* 
Table 2 Continued 
Locus Taxa 
GpB6b G.m.submorsitans 
G.m.centralis 
G.m.morsitans 
G.swynnertoni 
G. brevipalpis 
GpB20b G.longipennis 
G.austeni 
G.f. fuscipes 
G. m. submorsitans 
G.m.centralis 
G.m.morsitans 
G.swynnertoni 
G. brevipalpis 
GpC5b G.longipennis 
G.austeni 
G.f. fuscipes 
G.m.submorsitans 
G.m.centralis 
G.m.morsitans 
G.swynnertoni 
G. brevipalpis 
No. of 
N alleles Size (bp) 
5 4 153-220 
2 3 174-188 
8 
- -
8 3 158-213* 
8 2 173-206* 
8 3 126-185* 
8 3 137-168* 
8 2 150-181* 
8 3 155-175 
8 7 157-186* 
8 4 156-185 
8 6 155-172* 
8 7 160-179* 
7 7 197-212* 
8 3 237-240 
8 6 224 
8 5 215-221 
8 2 210-225 
8 4 224-239 
8 2 225-230* 
8 4 191-206* 
H-W 
H0 HE FIS (P-value) 
1.000 0.867 -0.153 0.136 
1.000 0.592 -0.689 0.236 
0.750 0.500 -0.500 0.118 
0.875 0.525 -0.666 1.000 
0.286 0.681 0.580 0.127 
0.286 0.923 0.690 1.000 
1.000 0.750 -0.333 1.000 
0.625 0.683 0.085 0.364 
1.000 0.900 -0.111 1.000 
0.875 0.792 -0.105 <0.001 
0.875 0.767 -0.141 1.000 
0.714 0.791 0.097 <0.001 
0.125 0.575 0.783 <0.001 
0.500 0.500 0.000 0.218 
0.000 0.000 NA 1.000 
0.250 0.783 0.681 <0.001 
0.500 0.667 0.250 1.000 
0.875 0.792 -0.105 <0.00T 
0.125 0.125 0.000 0.018 
0.375 0.325 -0.154 1.000 
Table 2 Continued 
Locus Taxa 
GpC10b G.longipennis 
G.austeni 
G.f. fuscipes 
G.m.submorsitans 
G.m.centralis 
G.m.morsitans 
G.swynnertoni 
G. brevipalpis 
GpC26b G.longipennis 
G.austeni 
G.f. fuscipes 
G.m.submorsitans 
G.m.centralis 
G.m.morsitans 
G.swynnertoni 
G. brevipalpis 
GpD18b G.longipennis 
G.austeni 
G.f. fuscipes 
G.m.submorsitans 
G.m.centralis 
No. of 
N alleles Size (bp) 
7 5 306-337* 
8 5 267-281 
8 2 300-306 
7 6 275-314 
8 5 275-285 
3 2 282-288 
8 2 293-294 
8 6 293-350 
8 3 147-204* 
8 2 183-198 
8 1 151-215* 
8 5 180-198 
8 5 190-202 
8 5 190-194 
8 2 187-188 
8 2 177-190* 
8 2 139-140 
8 2 143-226* 
8 3 142-264* 
8 3 223-226 
8 2 222-223 
H-W 
Ho HE FIS (P-value) 
0.429 0.593 0.277 0.591 
0.375 0.692 0.458 0.100 
0.000 0.233 1.000 0.046 
0.714 0.868 0.177 <0.001* 
0.750 0.600 -0.250 1.000 
0.333 0.333 0.000 1.000 
0.125 0.125 0.000 1.000 
0.750 0.817 0.082 <0.001* 
0.286 0.890 0.687 <0.001* 
0.375 0.708 0.470 1.000 
0.625 0.683 0.085 NA 
0.375 0.600 0.375 <0.001* 
0.250 0.233 -0.073 <0.001* 
0.875 0.675 -0.296 0.600 
0.000 0.400 1.000 1.000 
0.500 0.442 -0.131 1.000 
0.000 0.400 1.000 0.064 
0.125 0.125 0.000 1.000 
0.375 0.608 0.383 0.091 
0.000 0.633 1.000 <0.001* 
0.000 0.533 1.000 <0.001* 
Table 2 Continued 
No. of H-W 
Locus Taxa N alleles Size (bp) H0 He FS (P-value) 
GpD18b G.m.morsitans - - - - - - -
G.swynnertoni 8 2 216-222 0.000 0.233 1.000 0.082 
G. brevipalpis 8 2 226-227 0.000 0.500 1.000 <0.001* 
N, sample size; H0, observed heterozygosity, HE, expected heterozygosity; -, no or inadequate amplification; 
H-W (P-value), Hardy-Weinberg probability $, PCR yielded multiple bands 
W 4^ 
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Figure 1. Characterization of microsatellite loci GpD18 (A) and GpC5b (B) by silver-
stained polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Single bands represent homozygzygotes 
and double bands represent heterozygotes. 
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Figure 2. GeneScan gel showing genotypes of G. pallidipes at loci GpC5b (yellow) and 
GpC26b (Blue). Single bands represent homozygotes whereas double bands are 
heterozygotes. More than two bands indicate presence of stutter (shadowy) bands. Red 
bands indicate standard size markers 
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Figure 3. Electropherogram of G. pallidipes genotypes at locus GpC26b. 
Single peak show homozygotes and two peaks indicate heterozygotes 
Numbers below the peaks indicate allele sizes in base pairs. 
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CHAPTER 3. MACROGEOGRAPHIC POPULATION STRUCTURE AND GENETIC 
DIVERSITY IN GLOSSINA PALLIDIPES 
A manuscript submitted to Genome 
J. O. Ouma, J. G. Marquez and E. S. Krafsur 
Department of Entomology, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011, USA. 
ABSTRACT 
Tsetse flies (Diptera: Glossinidae) are confined to sub-Saharan Africa where they 
occupy discontinuous habitats. In anticipation of area-wide control programs, estimates 
of gene flow among tsetse populations are necessary. We partitioned genetic diversities 
at eight microsatellite loci and five mitochondrial loci in 21 Glossina pallidipes 
populations. At microsatellite loci, Nei's unbiased gene diversity averaged over loci was 
0.659 and the total number of alleles was 214, only four of which were shared among all 
populations. The mean number of alleles per locus was 26.8. Random mating was 
observed within but not among populations (FST = 0.18) and 81% of the genetic variance 
was within populations. There were 39 mitochondrial variants. Mitochondrial diversities 
in populations varied from 0 to 0.85 and averaged 0.42, and FST was 0.51. High levels of 
genetic differentiation were characteristic, extending even to subpopulations separated 
by tens and hundreds of kilometers. The genetic data are inconsistent with ecological 
research that indicated high rates of dispersion in G. pallidipes. 
Key words; breeding structure, gene flow, microsatellites, single strand conformational 
polymorphism, tsetse, Diptera 
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INTRODUCTION 
Glossina pallidipes (Diptera: Glossinidae) is one of 33 species of tsetse flies. All 
are exclusively blood feeders. Females possess paired ovaries that consist of only four 
ovarioles. Fecundity is very low and a frequently fed female requires at least 15 days to 
produce her first offspring, a mature larva that rapidly pupariates. Further reproductive 
cycles each require a minimum of nine days. It is unsurprising, therefore, that compared 
with related Diptera such as blow flies, house flies, and Drosophila spp., tsetse fly 
populations are small. Although their populations are small, tsetse flies are economically 
very significant, because they are the exclusive vectors of African trypanosomiasis. 
Glossina pallidipes is among the most economically important tsetse flies. It is 
zoophagic throughout its range and although flies in some subpopulations may take 
human blood meals, most will not (Leak 1999). G. pallidipes abundance depends 
critically on the availability of mammalian hosts and adequate environmental conditions 
(Rogers and Randolph 1985). Its geographic distribution extends from southwestern 
Ethiopia to Kenya, Tanzania, Mozambique, west to the Democratic Republic of the 
Congo (Ford 1971; Jordan 1993). G. pallidipes populations are often scattered and 
patchy, and local climates can explain much of their presence or absence (Robinson et 
al., 1997a, 1997b). Populations seem to be low or altogether absent, however, where 
appreciable human densities exist. 
Glossina pallidipes bionomics varies regionally, suggesting the possibility of a 
species complex. Because of their blood feeding requirements and low fecundity, tsetse 
flies are difficult and expensive to culture. Genetic work therefore lags behind that of 
many other economically and medically important insects. Recently, however, research 
has begun on the population genetics of G. pallidipes. Diverse populations were 
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sampled in Ethiopia, Kenya, Mozambique, Zambia, and Zimbabwe in 1995 to 1998 and 
allozyme, microsatellite, and mitochondrial variation assessed (Krafsur et al. 1997; 
Krafsur and Wohlford 1999; Krafsur 2002). Results suggested a high degree of 
population structure and lesser rates of gene flow than indicated by the substantial 
ecological literature. The picture afforded by the foregoing studies requires sharpening. 
How may we explain the high degree of genetic differentiation, in view of well 
conducted, authoritative ecological research that predicts an opposite expectation? How 
important is isolation by distance? Can population differentiation be simply explained by 
inhospitable habitats that lay between tsetse infested patches? Or by earlier 
bottlenecking in population densities and geographic distribution? The historical record 
suggests large reductions in tsetse densities caused by recurring rinderpest epizootics 
75 to 105 years ago that greatly reduced mammalian host populations (Ford 1971). 
Here we examine the population genetics of G. pallidipes in Kenya, a generally 
mountainous country extensively dissected by the Great Rift Valley. Habitats include the 
coastal, semi-desertic, savannas and forests, some of which may act as physical 
barriers to gene flow. To lend broader geographic perspective, we include a few 
samples from Kenya's northern (Ethiopia) and southern neighbors (Tanzania) and also 
more distant populations from Zambia and Zimbabwe. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Sampling procedures 
Twenty-one G. pallidipes population samples from six countries in East and 
southern Africa (Figure 1) and totaling 720 flies were examined for genetic variation. 
Fourteen populations were sampled from Kenya between 2000 and 2003 (Lambwe 
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Valley, Kodera, Busia, Kathekani, Dakabuku, Tsavo West, Shimba Hills, Oloibortoto, 
Sampu, Kalema, Lengongu, Shompole, Nguruman, Lengobei). One population was from 
Tanzania (Tanga) in 2000, one from Zambia (Kakumbi), two from Zimbabwe (Mana 
Angwa and Mana Pools) in 1996, and two were Ethiopian (Arba Minch and Chankar), 
sampled in 1996-97. The flies were caught with Epsilon or biconical traps and then 
preserved in 85% aqueous ethanol. Uganda flies were a laboratory culture maintained 
at the IAEA laboratory in Seibersdorf, Austria for c. 80 generations. Samples were 
grouped based on their geographic proximities (Figure 1). These include: group 1 - West 
and southwestern Kenya and Uganda; group 2: southern Africa - Zimbabwe, Zambia; 
group 3 - coastal Kenya and northeastern Tanzania; group 4, southwestern Ethiopia, 
and group 5, south central Kenya. 
DNA Extraction and microsatellite genotyping 
Total genomic DNA was extracted by using the CTAB 
(hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide) method as described by Krafsur and Wohlford 
(1999). Most flies were females. Eight polymorphic loci were examined. Primer 
sequences for these loci are described in Ouma et al. (2003, GenBank accession 
numbers AY220498 - AY220504), and Baker and Krafsur (2001, GenBank accession 
number AY033512). 
PCR amplification was performed as described in Ouma et al. (2003). One 
primer was end-labeled with one of two fluorescent dyes (FAM or HEX). PCR products 
were resolved in ABI Prism 377 automatic DNA sequencer, using Genescan™ ver.3.1.2 
and the TAMRA-350 size standard (PE Biosystems, Foster City, CA). Subsequently, 
allele sizes were scored by using ABI Genotyper™ software version 2.5. 
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Mitochondrial variation 
We examined haplotype diversity at five loci, r16SH, COI, COII, COIITLII, and 
CyB1 by using the single strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP) technique, which 
allowed us to identify haplotypes, i.e. single stranded DNA conformations, based on 
their differential mobility when resolved through native polyacrylamide gels (Orita et al. 
1989). Three major steps were involved: PCR of mitochondrial loci, SSCP 
electrophoresis, and visualization of variants though silver staining of SSCP gels. 
PCR amplification of mitochondrial loci was accomplished using primers: N1-J-
12585 and LR-N-12866 for the 16S ribosomal RNA (r16SII, 300 bp) gene; C1-J-1751 
and C1-N-2191 for cytochrome oxidase I (CO/, 440 bp); C2-J-3279 and C2-N-3494 for 
cytochrome oxidase II (CO//, 214 bp) gene; TL2-J-3034 and C2-N-3389 for a fragment 
mapping between cytochrome oxidase II and transfer RNA Leucine (COIITLII, 350 bp); 
CB-J-10933 and CB-N-11367 for Cytochrome B1 (CyB1, 350 bp). Their sequences are 
set forth in Simon et al. (1994). PCR and SSCP methods were as outlined in Krafsur 
and Wohlford (1999) and Marquez and Krafsur (2002). The SSCP gel phenotypes were 
visualized by silver staining as described in Black and DuTeau (1997). Haplotypes were 
identified based on their migration distances from the gel origin, by referencing their 
migration to that of the 200 bp fragment of the 0x174IHinf\ size marker (Promega 
G1751, Madison Wl), and by comparing their migration to that of allele standards in 
each gel. The authenticity of SSCP gel electromorphs was checked by sequencing five 
to ten flies of each gel phenotype. 
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Data analysis 
Hardy-Weinberg and linkage disequilibria analyses were performed on 
microsatellite loci to test the null hypotheses of their Mendelian inheritance and 
genotypic independence across loci. These tests were performed by using F STAT 
version 2.9.1 (Goudet 1995). 
Recently bottlenecked populations lose rare alleles via drift but heterozygosities 
are reduced at lesser rates (Cornuet and Luikart 1996). Bottleneck software (Piry et al. 
1999) was used to test for recent bottlenecks in population size. We used the two phase 
model to test for disequilibrium between heterozygosities and allele numbers in grouped 
populations because neither the infinite alleles model nor the stepping stone model of 
mutation strictly apply to microsatellite loci. 
Because of full linkage among mitochondrial loci, analysis was done on the 
frequencies of composite haplotypes formed by combining in each fly its haplotypes 
over five loci. Diversities at microsatellite and mitochondrial loci were analyzed by using 
F statistics (Weir 1996) and the hierarchical diversity analysis of Nei (1987). The F 
statistics were estimated from the analysis of variance (ANOVA) of allele frequencies as 
prescribed by Weir (1996) and Weir and Cockerham (1984), with a nested model of 
samples within groups and random effects. The AN OVA afforded a hierarchical partition 
of allele frequency variance into its components and the estimation of the fixation index 
Fsr, which is formally defined, for k loci and x alleles, as ZKo2x /£K[(xT)(1 - xT)], the 
standardized variance of allele frequencies among populations. FST also can be 
interpreted as the correlation of alleles among subpopulations with respect to total 
population and it also estimates their degree of differentiation. F statistics were 
estimated at different hierarchies to examine the degree of population structuring. 
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The stepwise mutation model, via replication slippage, is thought to explain most 
microsatellite diversity. Therefore, variance in allele repeat sizes can recover more 
information than can variance in allele frequencies (Slatkin 1995). The statistics R|S, RST, 
and RIT, analogous to the corresponding F statistics, were computed by using 
GENEPOP version 3.2a software (Raymond & Rousset 1995). 
The hierarchical analysis of diversity (Nei 1987) proceeded by estimating the 
unbiased population diversity as, he = 2n(1 - Zxj2 )/(2n - 1 ), with n for haploid systems, 
where x, is the frequency of the rth allele or haplotype, and n is the number of individuals 
sampled. The average diversity over s populations was estimated as, Hs = The/s. The 
minimum genetic distance between two populations is D,y = [(J, + Jy)/2] - Jy, where J, = 
Ep,2 is the identity of population /, and J y = £ p,pv is the shared identity between 
populations / and j. Thus D,y represents the unshared identity between populations. The 
average D,y over s populations, Dsr = ZD,y/s(s - 1), is the mean diversity among 
populations. The variance of DST was estimated according to Nei and Roychoudhury 
(1974). The total gene diversity, HJt was estimated as the sum of the diversities within 
populations, Hs, between populations within groups, DSG, and diversity between groups, 
DGT, according to the relation, HT= HS+ DSG + DGT. Genetic differentiation between 
groups was estimated as, GGT= DGT/HT, and that among populations within groups as 
GSG = DSGIHT. GST = DSJ/HJ and is analogous to Wright's FST; both estimate the average 
degree of differentiation among populations. GST is a linear measure of genetic distance 
while Fst is a geometric distance measure. 
Assuming mutation-drift equilibrium and the infinite island model, the rate of gene 
flow can be estimated as, NM ~ (1 - GSr)/4GSr, where NM is the mean number of 
reproducing individuals per generation. The variance of GST was estimated according to 
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Chakraborty (1974). For mitochondrial loci, the appropriate denominator is 2GST- An 
independent estimate of gene flow was obtained by Slatkin's private allele method 
(Slatkin 1985; Slatkin and Barton 1989), which was estimated by using SAS software 
version 8.2 (SAS Inc. 2001). A correlation analysis between genetic and geographic 
distance matrices was performed according to Smouse et al. (1986) after Mantel (1967). 
The matrix correlation index was estimated as, rXy = SCP{X,Y)/[SS(X)SS(Y)]'V2, where 
SS is the sum of squares and SOP the sum of squares and cross products of matrices X 
and Y. The confidence interval for the matrix correlation index was estimated by 
permuting the N -1 columns and rows on one matrix while holding the other constant. 
After each resampling, the correlation index was computed and its null distribution 
established. Statistical calculations were done by using SAS. 
RESULTS 
Sequencing SSCP electromorphs 
Nucleotide sequence analysis of SSCP electromorphs indicated that variation was 
underestimated (Table 1). From 20 electromorphs (i.e., gel phenotypes) 33 genotypes 
were detected, for an overall mean detection of 61%. Only 33% of variants were 
detected by SSCP at CO/ but all were detected at COIITLII. A full analysis of the results 
will be presented elsewhere. 
Allele frequency distributions 
We detected no significant departures from linkage equilibrium between 
microsatellite loci when using linkage disequilibrium tests and the sequential Bonferroni 
correction. All loci were polymorphic and the number of alleles per locus ranged from 11 
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in GpCAG133 to 42 in GpB20b, with an average of 26.75 ± 8.7. A total of 214 alleles 
was detected and their frequency distribution was hyperbolic (L-shaped) showing that 
most microsatellite alleles were present in low copy number (Figure 2), thereby arguing 
against a recent bottleneck (Luikart et al. 1998). Only one allele at each of four loci was 
detected in all populations, twenty-one alleles were private (i.e. found in one sample 
only), and thirty-seven (17%) were singular (i.e. found in one fly only). 
Tests for recent bottlenecks indicated that allele frequency distributions in all 
populations were typically hyperbolic thereby showing no loss of rarer alleles. Moreover, 
only one of 21 populations showed a significant excess of heterozygotes, a result to be 
expected in c. 5% of such trials. Thus the microsatellite data provide no evidence of 
recent, stringent bottlenecks in G. pallidipes populations. 
Among five mitochondrial loci, the number of SSCP single locus electromorphs 
ranged from three in CO/ to six in CO//, and yielded a total of thirty-nine composite 
haplotypes, clearly an underestimate of the underlying nucleotide variation. No 
haplotype was found in all populations or grouped populations. The most common 
composite haplotype was shared by twelve populations distributed among three 
population groups. Twenty-four haplotypes of 39 (62%) were confined to a single 
population group. Thirteen haplotypes were private (33%) and nine were singular (23%), 
thus most were rare at frequencies of 5% or less (Fig. 2). 
The number of composite haplotypes in populations varied from one in Mana 
Angwa (Zimbabwe) and Sampu (Kenya) to ten in Lambwe (Kenya). Southern African 
populations showed only four haplotypes, but 23 were recorded in southeastern Kenya 
and northeastern Tanzania. It is interesting that 50% of the haplotypes in southern 
Africa were private or singular. 
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Gene diversities 
Microsatellite single locus expected diversities (heterozygosities) varied from 0.435 at 
GpCAG133 to 0.813 at GpB20b with an overall average of 0.659. Heterozygosities 
averaged over loci exceeded 50% in all populations. 
The contrasts between observed and expected heterozygosities provide a 
measure of departures from Hardy-Weinberg equilibria, expressed by using F statistics. 
Fis is a measure of departures from random mating within populations (Table 2). There 
were no significant differences between observed and expected heterozygosities (F|S ~ 
0). Mean alleles per locus varied from 3.5 in Kalema and Lengongu to 13.9 in Tanga. 
Overall, grouped populations in coastal Kenya and Tanzania were the most diverse, 
with an average mean number of alleles per locus of 22.4 and an average 
heterozygosity of 0.821. The south central Kenya group was the least diverse, with 
mean number of alleles and heterozygosity of 9.9 and 0.619, respectively. Expected and 
observed heterozygosities and mean alleles per locus differed significantly among the 
grouped populations (Table 2). 
Mitochondrial diversity is the probability that two randomly chosen flies have 
different composite haplotypes. Mitochondrial diversities were heterogeneous among 
grouped populations (x24 = 10.97, P < 0.03), ranging from only 0.04 in southern Africa to 
0.60 in south central and western Kenya and averaged 0.42 ± 0.02 over all samples 
(Table 3). 
Genetic differentiation 
Using Nei's methods, microsatellite diversity partitioned into within and between 
groups provided estimates of the mean unshared diversity between groups, which was 
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three-fold greater than that of populations within groups (Table 4). Differentiation 
between groups was four-fold greater than differentiation within groups. Assuming the 
infinite allele model, these values would be equivalent to average exchange rates of 1.6 
reproducing flies per generation among groups and 5.8 among populations within 
groups. The analysis of variance of allele frequencies (Weir 1996) showed that only 
13% of the variance lay between groups, 5% among samples within groups, and 81% 
within samples. The corresponding fixation indices indicated that there was a similar 
degree of differentiation among groups (FGT = 0.13) as among all populations (FST = 
0.18; Table 4). Nei's Gsr = 0.22 was essentially the same. 
The hierarchical partition of mitochondrial diversity is set forth in Table 5. The 
amount of unshared diversity between groups, DGT = 0.55, can also be interpreted as 
the mean genetic distance among groups. The corresponding distance among all 
populations, DST = 0.175. Diversity of populations within groups, Gsg = 0.21, indicates 
greater similarity of populations within groups than between them, GGT = 0.45, as can be 
expected because of their relative geographic proximities. GSG can also be interpreted 
as the probability that any two haplotypes randomly chosen from two groups are 
different. GST = 0.52, which estimates the chance that any two random flies from 
different populations have different haplotypes. Analysis of variance in haplotype 
frequencies showed that 48% of variance lay within samples, 36% in samples within 
groups, and only 15% among groups (Table 5). The corresponding fixation indices 
indicated again a substantial degree of structuring (Table 5). 
Single locus variance estimates based on repeat size (RST) were greater than 
variances based upon allele frequencies (FST Table 6). Both measures show substantial 
interlocus variance. Departures from random matings within populations (F,s) were 
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substantial although nonsignificant. They are commonly observed when scoring 
microsatellite loci. Another method of estimating the standardized variance in allele 
frequencies is by converting the estimate of Nem obtained via the private allele method 
(Slatkin and Barton 1989) into FSTvia the island model of migration. The mean 
frequency of private alleles was 0.053, thus Nem = 1.3 and the corresponding value of 
FST is 0.158. The same method applied to mitochondrial haplotype private allele 
frequency of 0.216 yielded Nem = 0.178 with corresponding FST = 0.738. 
Comparing results in Tables 7 and 8, the average pairwise genetic differentiation 
between groups was greater at mitochondrial (GU = 0.57 ± 0.01) than at microsatellite 
(G,j = 0.25 ± 0.01) loci, as detected by Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA (x24 = 13.19, P ~ 0.01). 
Based on mitochondrial variation, mean G = 0.73 for southern African populations 
compared with G ~ 0.5 for the other population groups. Within group variation at 
microsatellite loci varied from 0.29 among western populations to a low of 0.20 among 
populations near the East African coast. At microsatellite loci, genetic differentiation 
(GST) within grouped populations varied from 0.19 in western Kenya and Uganda to a 
low of 0.05 among the Ethiopian samples. These are substantial levels of differentiation. 
Mitochondrial loci indicated surprisingly high levels of differentiation in southern Africa 
and south central Kenya. 
Based on microsatellite loci, a UPGMA dendrogram of Nei's minimum genetic 
distances (Dy) among populations shows geographically close populations tend to 
cluster together (Fig. 3). Clusters were identical to those used to assign populations to 
groups. The same procedure applied to mitochondrial variation was incongruent with the 
microsatellite dendrogram and made no sense geographically. This may indicate 
different dispersal patterns between male and female G. pallidipes. However, the Mantel 
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test for microsatellite loci between geographic and genetic distances Dy suggested that 
isolation by distance helps to explain the genetic differentiation patterns (r= 0.41, P -
0.001 ). A similar result was obtained for mitochondrial haplotypes (r = 0.45, P ~ 0.001 ). 
DISCUSSION 
SSCPs disclosed approximately 61% of the existing mitochondrial diversity at the 
loci investigated, sufficiently high resolution to investigate questions relating to gene 
flow. The method is cost effective in that large numbers of specimens can be examined 
cheaply relative to the cost of nucleotide sequencing. The chief drawback is that failure 
to detect all the variation can allow a measure of homoplasy. Homoplasy has the effect 
of underestimating genetic differentiation, thereby overestimating gene flow (Balloux and 
Lugon-Moulin 2002). To contrast mitochondrial with nuclear variation strengthens 
demographic investigations because it offers independent views of evolutionary forces. 
Explicit comparisons will be discussed later, where more appropriate to do so. 
We did not detect linkage between microsatellite loci. G. pallidipes show only two 
pairs of autosomes and a heteromorphic sex bivalent in addition to supernumerary 
chromosomes that vary from zero to at least 3 in number (Southern 1980). There is no 
recombination in males (Gooding 1984). The eight loci, therefore, seem to be well 
separated over the autosomes. The microsatellite loci used here were autosomal (Ouma 
et al. 2003). 
The mild heterozygote deficiencies within populations (F|S, R\s) were not caused 
by inclusion of hemizygous males. Nor is it likely the deficiencies arose because some 
loci were located on supernumerary chromosomes, known to be highly variable in 
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number. Heterozygote deficiencies were much more likely caused by null alleles, a 
common problem when using microsatellite loci. 
Eighty-two percent of the microsatellite alleles and ninety percent of haplotypes 
occurred at frequencies < 5% and may thus be considered rare'. Only four of 214 
microsatellite alleles were shared by all populations; the three most common 
mitochondrial haplotypes were shared by only three of five grouped populations. 
Summed over populations, numbers of rare alleles and haplotypes are consistent with 
that of a mega-population near mutation-drift equilibrium. Using microsatellites, tests for 
recent bottlenecks were negative in each population even though group 1, group 2, and 
group 5 populations had been exposed to effective tsetse control programs in the 1980s 
and early 1990s (e.g., Brightwell et al. 1997, Turner and Brightwell 1986, Hargrove 
2003). There are approximately eight generations yearly in tsetse flies, and tsetse 
effective population sizes are comparatively small, so four years is probably the 
maximum extent that detectable disequilibrium obtains between allelic diversity and 
heterozygosity (Cornuet and Luikart 1996). It therefore seems reasonable to infer that 
populations probably recovered full allelic diversities in the intervals between population 
control and the genetic sampling. 
Effective tsetse management schemes should reduce heterozygosities in the 
subject populations. Ethiopian and East African coastal tsetse populations have not 
been subjected to extensive control measures. Thus, we might expect population 
groups three and four to show more diversities than the others. Although microsatellite 
allelic, observed, and expected diversities differed significantly among groups, the 
Ethiopian samples were not particularly diverse. Southern African mitochondrial 
diversities, on the other hand, were very low, such that the odds two randomly chosen 
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flies had different haplotypes was only 4%. Tsetse populations in Zambia and 
Zimbabwe, according to the historical record, suffered catastrophic declines in 
distribution and abundance caused by mortalities of about 90% among their chief 
mammalian hosts (Ford 1971). These mortalities were caused by the rinderpest 
epizootic at the close of the nineteenth century. It is interesting that neither allozyme nor 
microsatellite diversities showed detectable evidence of that bottleneck, but the 
mitochondrial data do provide compelling evidence that tsetse populations in southern 
Africa were more strongly effected than populations in East Africa. Glossina morsitans 
morsitans and G. m. centralis showed similar patterns (Wohlford et al. 1999, Krafsur et 
al. 2001). Mitochondrial DNA is known to be more sensitive to population subdivision 
and bottlenecks than nuclear genes because of its mode of inheritance (Wilson et al. 
1985). 
The population grouping scheme revealed much less genetic differentiation 
within groups than among groups, as may be expected among closely located 
populations. Geographic distances within population groups were not particularly great -
most pairwise distances were well under 100 km. It is therefore important that significant 
genetic differentiation was detected within groups, for this suggests that tsetse fly 
capacity for dispersal is not often realized. Hargrove (2003) reviewed field data on 
dispersion of G. pallidipes and G. morsitans, concluding that mean square diffusion 
rates of up to 0.25km2 per day (= mean step length of 1 km) may obtain such that 30% 
of a standing population could disperse 10km in a year. It would seem, therefore, that 
flies in the locations we sampled have not migrated as much for a great many 
generations. The genetic data could also suggest that mark, release, recapture 
experiments somehow induce greater than 'normal' displacement rates and that 
recolonization of 'eradicated' habitats may have had significant numbers of undetected 
resident flies. Hargrove (2003) has suggested that as few as 16 inseminated tsetse can 
initiate a thriving population. Further study is necessary to resolve the issue of 
dispersion versus restricted gene flow. 
The among-group differentiation estimates were similar when obtained by using 
Nei's (1987) and Weir's (1996) methods even though the two methods make different 
assumptions. Nei's differentiation index GST considers populations as clades branching 
from a common ancestor and is based on probabilities of shared identity among 
grouped populations. On the other hand, Weir and Cockerham's Q, equivalent to 
Wright's coancestry coefficient FST, considers populations equally related to their 
common ancestor and is based on correlation of alleles among grouped populations 
relative to the overall correlation. When populations share only a small proportion of 
their allelic diversity, Nei's GST provides better estimates than FST; otherwise, both 
indices provide good estimates of differentiation. Slatkin's private allele method offers 
yet another way of examining gene flow and the results for both microsatellite loci and 
mitochondria were in general agreement with 9 and GST-
R means and standard errors were greater in magnitude than the F statistics, a 
commonly observed phenomenon (Balloux and Lugon-Moulin 2002). R assumes that 
microsatellites obey the stepwise mutation model (SMM) but compelling evidence 
indicates departures from the SMM. Size homoplasy is a common problem with 
microsatellites and this has the effect of depressing estimates of population 
differentiation. High and variable mutation rates also are typical of microsatellite loci, 
which further depress estimates of genetic differentiation, particularly where exchange 
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rates between populations are low. Finally, high diversities greatly depress the 
maximum values that FST can take (Nagylaki 1998, Hedrick 1999). 
Indices of genetic differentiation based on microsatellites versus those based on 
mitochondrial variation provide more interesting contrasts. Mitochondrial variation 
showed the greater degree of differentiation because it represents an effective 
population size of roughly one quarter that afforded by sexually reproducing, diploid 
variation. Mitochondrial sensitivity to demographic forces is enhanced also by its 
matrilineal pattern of inheritance (Avise 1994). 
Our genetic differentiation estimates indicated a rather high degree of structuring. 
This is surprising especially when we consider that mark, release, and recapture data 
and recolonization rates show G. pallidipes to be highly mobile, and can demonstrate 
daily mean displacement rates of 360m to 1.1 km, depending on season (Vale et al. 
1984, Brightwell et al. 1992, 1997, Hargrove 2003). Theoretically, the exchange of 
approximately one reproducing fly per generation or two is sufficient to prevent the 
fixation of different genotypes in different populations from genetic drift (Wright 1978). 
The contradiction between genetic and ecological data therefore is puzzling. However, 
available maps indicate that morsitans group tsetse taxa have a patchy distribution 
(Ford 1971), and there seems to be little gene flow among patches and surprisingly less 
than we might expect within them, based on the ecological data (Krafsur 2003). A recent 
trapping study at Nguruman, in southern Kenya (Group 5 locations), showed that G. 
pallidipes tends to be highly aggregated even at geographic scales of only 4-5 km 
(Odulaja et al. 2001). Perhaps habitats in Nguruman include seasonally inhospitable 
areas between the thickets in which flies may be caught in all seasons. Earlier research 
at Nguruman, however, suggested seasonally high immigration rates (Brightwell et al. 
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1992) that should overwhelm local genetic differentiation. Nevertheless, genetic data, 
including allozymes (Krafsur et al. 1997, Krafsur 2002), clearly show that the forces of 
drift seem to be much stronger than migration in G. pallidipes throughout its range. 
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Table 1. Nucleotide diversity of SSCP electromorphs at mtDNA loci in Glossina 
pallidipes. 
Number of 
Locus Flies Genotypes Electromorphs Effective 
resolution %a 
rl6SII 19 5 4 80.0 
COII 39 8 6 75.0 
CyB 30 7 3 43.0 
COIITLII 39 4 4 100.0 
Totals 158 33 20 Mean 60.6 
a effective resolution = 100 X [no. electromorphs / no. genotypes established by 
sequencing] 
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Table 2. Gene diversity at eight microsatellite loci in Glossina pallidipes. 
Group Population N 
Avg. no. 
of alleles3 
±SE 
Heterozygosity ± SE 
Observed^ (H0) Expected0 (HE) F* 
Group 1 Lambwe 48 7.4 ±4.3 0.58 ±0.03 0.60 ±0.03 0.045 
Busia 48 5.8 ±3.0 0.62 ±0.03 0.57 ± 0.03 -0.089 
Kodera 24 5.3 ±2.5 0.42 ± 0.03 0.55 ±0.06 0.224 
Uganda lab 24 4.6 ±2.1 0.46 ± 0.05 0.47 ± 0.05 0.152 
Total and means 144 11.5 ±5.4 0.51 ±0.03 0.64 ± 0.09 0.203 
Group 2 Mana Angwa 24 7.5 ±3.3 0.68 ±0.03 0.72 ± 0.05 0.061 
Mana Pools 48 10.1 ±4.2 0.64 ± 0.02 0.69 ± 0.04 0.068 
Zambia 24 6.0 ±2.2 0.66 ±0.03 0.64 ± 0.05 -0.035 
Total and means 96 12.8 ±5.4 0.66 ± 0.03 0.73 ± 0.06 0.096 
Group 3 Dakabuku 48 13.1 ± 5.8 0.74 ±0.01 0.81 ±0.02 0.087 
Kathekani 48 13.8 ±6.6 0.73 ±0.02 0.81 ±0.02 0.094 
Shimba Hills 48 12.6 ±5.4 0.77 ±0.02 0.79 ±0.03 0.025 
Tanga 48 13.9 ±5.7 0.71 ±0.02 0.80 ± 0.02 0.114 
Tsavo 48 13.5 ±6.3 0.71 ±0.01 0.82 ± 0.02 0.128 
Total and means 240 22.4 ± 8.2 0.73 ± 0.02 0.82 ± 0.04 0.110 
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Table 2 continued 
Group 4 Arba Minch 24 7.1 ±4.0 0.73 ± 0.05 0.66 ±0.05 -0.111 
Chankar 24 8.1 ±3.2 0.56 ± 0.03 0.70 ± 0.05 0.208 
Total and means 48 10.0 ±4.8 0.64 ±0.0 0.69 ± 0.05 0.072 
Group 5 Nguruman 48 5.6 ±2.0 0.55 ± 0.04 0.57 ± 0.04 0.019 
Kalema 14 3.5 ±0.8 0.55 ±0.07 0.63 ± 0.06 0.136 
Lengobei 24 6.5 ±3.2 0.59 ±0.05 0.63 ± 0.04 0.059 
Lengongu 18 3.5 ±0.9 0.48 ± 0.04 0.53 ±0.06 0.078 
Oloibortoto 24 6.4 ±2.6 0.61 ±0.04 0.67 ± 0.04 0.092 
Sampu 24 5.1 ±2.5 0.57 ± 0.05 0.59 ±0.05 0.024 
Shompole 24 4.1 ±1.4 0.64 ±0.08 0.57 ± 0.05 -0.124 
Total and means 176 9.9 ±4.4 0.57 ±0.03 0.63 ±0.01 0.081 
Grand total and means 720 26.8 ±8.7 0.63 ±0.01 0.80 ± 0.03 0.213 
a Kruskal-Wallis test of mean alleles per locus among groups (X24 = 66.1, P < 0.001) 
^Kruskal-Wallis test of homogeneity of H0 among groups (X24 = 19.97, P - 0.005) 
^Kruskal-Wallis test of homogeneity of HE among groups (X24 = 46.3, P < 0.001) 
dF = 1 -  (HO /HE )  
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Table 3. Number of mitochondrial haplotypes and gene diversity in G. pallidipes. 
Group Sample N 
No. of 
haplotypes Hs ± SE 
Group 1 Lambwe 48 
Busia 48 
Kodera 24 
Uganda 40 
Total and mean 160 
10 
6 
3 
2 
16 
0.85 ±0.03 
0.73 ± 0.04 
0.41 ±0.10 
0.41 ±0.07 
0.60 ± 0.06 
Group 2 Mana Angwa 24 
Mana Pools 48 
Zambia 24 
Total and mean 96 
1 
2 
2 
4 
0.00± 0.00 
0.04 ± 0.04 
0.08 ±0.07 
0.04 ± 0.03 
Group 3 Dakabuko 24 
Kathekani 24 
Shimba Hills 48 
Tanga 48 
Tsavo 24 
Total and mean 168 
5 
4 
6 
9 
3 
23 
0.61 ±0.09 
0.43 ± 0.12 
0.74 ± 0.04 
0.71 ±0.05 
0.45 ± 0.09 
0.59 ± 0.08 
Group 4 Arba Minch 24 
Chankar 24 
Total and mean 48 
3 
5 
7 
0.24 ±0.11 
0.63 ±0.10 
0.44 ±0.10 
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Table 3 Continued 
Group 5 Nguruman 
Kalema 
Lengobei 
Lengongu 
Oloibortoto 
Sampu 
Shompole 
Total and mean 
Grand total and means 624 
24 4 0.72 ± 0.05 
14 3 0.38 ±0.15 
24 2 0.29 ±0.10 
18 2 0.42 ±0.10 
24 5 0.31 ±0.12 
24 1 0.00 ± 0.00 
24 4 0.31 ±0.12 
152 11 0.35 ±0.09 
39 0.42 ± 0.02 
Kruskal-Wallis test of homogeneity among groups (X24 = 10.97, P = 0.03) 
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Table 4. Gene diversity analyses of microsatellite loci of G. pallidipes (Nei 1987, Weir 
1996). Populations (s) are nested in groups (G). 
Index Estimate ± SE 
Diversity within populations Hs 0.620 ± 0.034 
Diversity between populations DSj 0.175 ±0.0002 
Diversity of populations (groups) DsG 0.071 ± 0.003 
Diversity between groups DGT 0.213 ± 0.003 
Total diversity HT 0.903 ± 0.086 
Differentiation of populations GST 0.221 ± 0.0002 
Differentiation of populations (groups) GSG 0.080 ± 0.005 
Differentiation between groups GGT 0.235 ± 0.003 
Gene flow rate of populations (groups) 5.8 
Gene flow rate between groups 1.6 
Sum of Expected Percent 
Source df Squares Mean Squares Variance F Statistics 
Among groups 4 4.966 0.0041 13.2 FQ J  =  0.132 
Among samples (groups) 16 2.137 0.0016 5.3 FSG = 0.061 
Within samples 1419 35.721 0.0252 81.3 Fst = 0.184 
Total 1439 42.825 0.0310 
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Table 5. Analysis of mitochondrial diversity within and among population groups of G. 
pallidipes (Nei 1987, Weir 1996). Populations (S) are nested in groups (G). 
Index Estimate ± SE 
Diversity within populations HS 0.418 ±0.019 
Diversity between populations DST 0.454 ± 0.0006 
Diversity of populations (groups) DSG 0.258 ±0.013 
Diversity between groups DGT 0.546 ± 0.008 
Total diversity HT 1.222 ± 0.399 
Differentiation of populations GST 0.520 ± 0.0006 
Differentiation populations (groups) GSG 0.211 ±0.035 
Differentiation between groups GGT 0.446 ± 0.009 
Gene flow rate of populations (groups) 1.9 
Gene flow rate between groups 0.6 
Sum of Expected Percent 
Source df Squares Mean Squares Variance F Statistics 
Among groups 4 2.930 
Among samples(groups) 16 4.198 
Within samples 603 7.075 
Total 623 14.203 
0.0037 15.4 FGT = 0.152 
0.0087 36.3 Fsg = 0.425 
0.0117 48.3 FST = 0.513 
0.0240 
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Table 6. F-statistics (Weir and Cockerham 1984) and ^-statistics 
by locus (Slatkin 1995) for 21 Glossina pallidipes samples. 
Locus Fis FST FIT 
GpA19a 0.075 0.162 0.224 
GpA23b 0.095 0.171 0.250 
GpB6b 0.157 0.193 0.320 
GpB20b 0.128 0.094 0.210 
GpC5b 0.171 0.143 0.290 
GpC10b -0.061 0.164 0.113 
GpC26b -0.031 0.121 0.093 
GpCAG133 0.041 0.293 0.322 
Means 0.073 0.172 0.233 
Std. errors 0.033 0.018 0.031 
Locus R\s RST RIT 
GpA19a 0.103 0.188 0.271 
GpA23b 0.164 0.194 0.326 
GpB6b 0.432 0.181 0.535 
GpB20b 0.137 0.174 0.288 
GpC5b 0.022 0.114 0.133 
GpCWb 0.170 0.268 0.392 
GpC26b -0.026 0.242 0.222 
GpCAG133 0.058 0.279 0.321 
Means 0.143 0.229 0.339 
Std. errors 0.048 0.019 0.042 
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Table 7. Microsatellite genetic differentiation (GST above diagonal), expected gene flow 
{Nem in brackets above diagonal), and numbers (below diagonal) and proportions (in 
brackets below diagonal) of shared alleles between population groups of Glossina 
pallidipes. Within group genetic differentiation and gene flow are shown on the diagonal 
in bold. 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 
Group 1 0.19 [1.06] 0.23 [1.66] 0.24 [1.59] 0.35 [0.95] 0.35 [0.94] 
Group 2 67 [0.31] 0.09 [2.53] 0.15 [2.74] 0.27 [1.32] 0.22 [1.74] 
Group 3 81 [0.38] 94 [0.44] 0.10 [2.25] 0.21 [1.87] 0.21 [1.90] 
Group 4 45 [0.21] 49 [0.23] 68 [0.32] 0.05 [4.75] 0.29 [1.21] 
Group 5 56 [0.26] 55 [0.26] 66 [0.31] 38 [0.18] 0.08 [2.87] 
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Table 8. Mitochondrial genetic differentiation (GST above diagonal), expected gene flow 
(Nem in brackets above diagonal), and numbers (below diagonal) and proportions (in 
brackets below diagonal) of shared haplotypes between population groups of Glossina 
pallidipes. Within group genetic differentiation and gene flow are shown on the diagonal 
in bold. 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 
Group 1 0.31 [1.11] 0.68 [0.23] 0.34 [0.96] 0.49 [0.63] 0.44 [0.53] 
Group 2 0 [0.00] 0.91 [0.05] 0.69 [0.23] 0.75 [0.16] 0.81 [0.12] 
Group 3 8 [0.21] 3 [0.08] 0.28 [1.28] 0.49 [0.51] 0.42 [0.70] 
Group 4 2 [0.05] 1 [0.03] 2 [0.05] 0.08 [5.75] 0.57 [0.37] 
Group 5 5 [0.13] 1 [0.03] 6 [0.15] 3 [0.08] 0.49 [0.52] 
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CHAPTER 4: MICROGEOGRAPHIC GENETIC STRUCTURE OF THE TSETSE 
FLY, GLOSSINA PALLIDIPES IN WESTERN AND SOUTH-WESTERN 
KENYA 
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Ouma JO, Marquez JG and Krafsur ES 
Department of Entomology, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011-3222, USA 
ABSTRACT 
We investigated the microgeographic genetic structure of the tsetse fly, Glossina 
pallidipes (Diptera: Glossinidae) from Lambwe Valley and Nguruman regions by 
analyzing variation at microsatellite loci. Samples were obtained from sites separated by 
200 m to 10 km. Allele frequencies were homogeneous among sites but heterogeneous 
among blocks. Estimates of mean number of alleles and heterozygosities were 
homogeneous among blocks in Lambwe and Nguruman. However, diversities were 
heterogeneous when Kodera and Serengeti were included in the analyses. 
Differentiation among sites within a region was low (FST = 0.017) but the two regions 
were highly differentiated (FSj = 0.208, P < 0.0001 ). Analysis of variance showed that 
most of the genetic variation lay within sites with <1% of the variance attributable to 
blocks within regions. These results demonstrate that G. pallidipes populations are 
highly structured at the regional level, but less so at fine spatial scales (200 m - 10 km). 
Key words: Glossina pallidipes, microsatellites, differentiation, microgeographic, 
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INTRODUCTION 
Tsetse flies, Glossina spp (Diptera: Glossinidae) are medically and economically 
important insects confined to sub-Saharan Africa. They are exclusively blood-feeding 
and are the only vectors of African trypanosomiasis. Ecological research shows that 
tsetse in the morsitans group have a great capacity for dispersal and recolonization of 
suitable habitats. For example, G. morsitans morsitans can disperse over two 
dimensions at a mean of 230 m daily (Rogers 1977). G. pallidipes was found to be the 
most vagile tsetse fly (Vale et al. 1984) with root mean square displacement rates of 360 
to 1,100 m"1 day"1 varying with season (Williams et al. 1992). Such rapid dispersal within 
the habitat would cause genes to spread rapidly and thus tend to prevent genetic 
differentiation. 
Whereas ecological studies show that morsitans group tsetse flies have a great 
capacity for dispersal, genetic data from nuclear and mitochondrial DNA markers 
indicate otherwise. Krafsur et al. (1997) examined breeding structure of G.pallidipes at 
allozyme loci, and found surprisingly high levels of genetic differentiation among 11 
populations. FST measured by the method of Weir and Cockerham (1984) was 0.24 ± 
0.05. This estimate translates into an equivalent exchange rate of 0.8 reproducing flies 
per population per generation, indicating restricted rate of gene flow. Investigation using 
single-strand conformation polymorphism in mitochondrial DNA indicated the same level 
of gene flow among eighteen G. pallidipes populations (Krafsur and Wohlford, 1999). 
More recently, comparative analyses of microsatellite, allozyme and mitochondrial 
markers have provided further evidence that tsetse populations are highly subdivided 
(Krafsur, 2002; Ouma et al. unpublished data). The apparent inconsistency between 
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ecological and genetic data calls for further evaluation. One way to do this is by 
examining local patterns of genetic differentiation. 
Geographic maps indicate savannah tsetse species have a wide but patchy 
distribution (Ford 1971, Ford and Katondo 1977). Tsetse flies are absent from highland 
areas and from grassland, where there is little or no woody vegetation (Glasgow 1963). 
Abiotic factors of temperature, saturation deficit, elevation, rainfall, and vegetation cover 
greatly influence tsetse distribution and abundance (Rogers 1977; Brightwell et al. 1992, 
Robinson et al. 1997a, 1997b). Host availability and distribution also affects local 
abundance of tsetse (Rogers and Boreham 1973; Turner 1981). 
Although it is claimed that tsetse flies move randomly in their habitat (Bursell 
1970; Rogers 1977, Hargrove 2000), the foregoing environmental factors and host 
distribution cause uneven distribution (Van den Bossche and De Deken 2002). Hargrove 
and Vale (1980) attributed such uneven distribution in Zimbabwe's Zambezi Valley, to 
extreme climatic conditions during the hot dry season, which made riverine woodland 
more suitable for tsetse. In Nguruman, Kenya Brightwell et al. (1992, 1997) reported 
seasonal expansion and contraction of G. pallidipes population clusters. The data 
suggested that G. pallidipes is highly vagile and re-invades Nguruman each rainy 
season from an escarpment that borders Tanzania. Based on this assertion, we can test 
the hypothesis that allele frequencies are homogeneous across the escarpment, the 
Nguruman valley, and adjacent lowlands. 
G. pallidipes populations in Nguruman and Lambwe Valley have been subjected 
to human interference in two major ways. First, destruction of vegetation that forms the 
flies' habitat associated with agricultural development has been going on for years. 
Secondly, there have been several failed attempts to eradicate tsetse from Lambwe by 
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using insecticides (Turner, 1986; Brightwell et al. 2001) and from Nguruman by using 
traps (Dransfield 1990; Dransfield and Brightwell 2001). Habitat destruction can lead to 
environmental heterogeneity which in turn can create sub-populations adapted to local 
conditions (Mopper and Strauss 1998). Also, control efforts like the ones attempted in 
Lambwe can result in drastic decline in population size. But as recent as 2003, Ruma 
National Park (Lambwe) and Nguruman area were still heavily infested with G. pallidipes 
(Ouma and Krafsur personal observation). The question to ask is, did small numbers of 
G. pallidipes survive in sprayed areas to re-establish the populations, or did flies migrate 
from neighboring areas to re-infest Lambwe and Nguruman? 
A recent trapping study in the Nguruman area showed that G. pallidipes tend to 
be highly aggregated even at geographic scales of the order of 4 km (Odulaja et al. 
2001). This result suggests that G. pallidipes populations maintain some degree of local 
sub-structuring. However, no studies have been conducted to determine whether this 
aggregation translates into detectable genetic differentiation at such fine spatial scales. 
A micro-spatial analysis of population structure may lead to better understanding of 
short term population dynamics of G. pallidipes. Such knowledge is critical in designing 
control strategies. For example, we would better understand optimum distances for trap 
deployment, and for releasing genetically modified tsetse in area-wide eradication 
efforts. 
In this study we used microsatellite markers to analyze genetic variation and 
estimate the rate of gene flow among and within G. pallidipes trapping sites separated 
by distances ranging from 200 m to 10 km. We specifically address the following 
questions: (1 ) what levels of gene flow and genetic differentiation occur at these fine 
spatial scales?, (2) what role, if any, does habitat fragmentation play in shaping the 
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genetic diversity and structure of G. pallidipes? Answering these questions would show 
whether evidence exists for restricted local habitat occupation. To lend perspective, 
samples from Serengeti and Kodera were included as geographic out-groups for 
Nguruman and Lambwe, respectively. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Study sites 
Extensive sampling was conducted in two regions: Lambwe Valley and 
Nguruman in western and south-western Kenya, respectively. The two regions are 
separated by a distance of about 240 km. Table 1 shows exact sites and their codes as 
well as dates of sampling. 
Lambwe Valley and Kodera 
The Lambwe Valley covers an area of 300-km2, and lies between Kanyamwa 
escarpment to the east and the Gwasi and Gembe Hills to the west. To the northwest is 
Lake Victoria. The climate is hot and humid, with little fluctuation in mean monthly 
temperature and saturation deficit (Turner 1984). Average annual rainfall is 
approximately 1200 mm, with wet season peaks in March-May and October-December. 
Most of the natural vegetation exists in the southern portion of the valley and consists of 
blocks of dense thicket, flanked by open grassland and woodland (Turner and Brightwell 
1986). The southern end of the valley is home to a variety of game animals, and is 
fenced in a 120-km2 National Park, the Ruma. There are human settlements with 
livestock around the periphery of the park. Consequently, there has been progressive 
clearing of natural vegetation both outside and within the park, leading to significant 
habitat fragmentation. Populations in fragmented habitats are expected, with time, to 
become differentiated due to founder effects, genetic drift and reduced gene flow 
(Templeton et al. 1990). 
Thicket and woodland in the valley floor are heavily infested with Glossina 
pallidipes. Indigenous scrub and Lantana adjacent to the park also support small 
numbers of flies. G. pallidipes had colonized conifer plantations on the Kanyamwa 
Escarpment north-east of the Ruma National Park (Turner 1981) and presently inhabit 
Kodera Forest as well. Kodera is situated ~50 km west of Ruma Park. Pockets of tsetse 
were known to exist in gully and hill-top thickets on all sides of Gwasi and Gembe Hills 
(Turner and Brightwell 1986). 
The Ruma National Park had earlier been subdivided into three main 
experimental blocks; A, B and C by scientists from the Kenya Trypanosomiasis 
Research Institute (KETRI, J. Kiragu, personal communication). We used the same 
blocks as our sampling units. Samples obtained from the Ruma National Park will 
henceforth be referred to as Lambwe. LAM1, LAM2, and LAM3, represent pooled 
samples for blocks A, B, and C, respectively. 
Pyrethroid impregnated targets were used to control tsetse in the Lambwe in the 
1980s and 1990s, leading to a significant reduction in fly numbers and a claim of 
eradication (Turner 1986; Brightwell et al. 2001). For about 12 months, no flies could be 
caught in the park (J. Kiragu, personal communication). Today, G. pallidipes catches are 
up to the pre-control levels. This observation raises the question as to whether the 
extant population derived from immigrants, from a few surviving relic flies, or both. To 
lend perspective, we sampled the nearest known G. pallidipes population in Kodera, a 
coniferous forest located ~ 50 km west of Lambwe. 
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The Nguruman and Serengeti 
Nguruman is located in the Kajiado district, south-west Kenya. The altitude of the 
area is about 900 m, with a mean annual rainfall of 500-700 mm. The study covered an 
area approximately 144 km2. The vegetation consists of patches of woodland and 
thicket infested with two tsetse species, G. pallidipes and G. longipennis with the former 
being the predominant species. The lowland woodland patches are surrounded by open 
savanna, which acts as a dispersal zone for tsetse during the rains (Brightwell et al. 
1997). 
We also sampled from Serengeti National Park, Tanzania. Serengeti lies 
between the Ngorongoro highlands and the Kenya - Tanzania border. It is the nearest 
known G. pallidipes source to Nguruman. It has been claimed that G. pallidipes re-
invade Nguruman each year from an adjacent escarpment bordering Tanzania 
(Brightwell et al. 1992, 1997). The question to ask here is: are allele frequencies 
homogeneous between Serengeti and Nguruman? 
Tsetse sampling 
Tsetse flies were caught by using biconical traps (Challier and Laveissiere, 1973) 
baited with cow urine (Bylis and Nambiro, 1993) and acetone. Traps were deployed 
along established transects, located in thicket and Acacia woodland, the main habitats 
for G. pallidipes. Catches were emptied daily and the flies sexed and stored in 85% 
ethanol. Flies from different traps were stored separately. We made the assumption that 
flies on each trap represented an independent genetic sample. 
Each trap site was georeferenced by using global positioning system (GPS) 
equipment (Garmin International Inc.). Geographical distances (in km) between 
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sampling sites were determined by using a distance calculator 
(http://www.nau.edu/~cvm/latlonqdist.htmn that uses GPS coordinates as input data. 
Independent verification of distances was done by using unpublished macros written in 
SAS version 8.2 (SAS Institute 2001) by J.G. Marquez and in Microsoft Excel version 
7.0 (Microsoft Corporation) by R.A. Comondoor. 
DNA extraction, PGR and microsatellite genotyping 
G. pallidipes genomic DNA was extracted by using a cetyltrimethyl ammonium 
bromide (CTAB) protocol of Boyce et al. (1989) as modified by Shahjahan et al. (1995). 
Most of the flies were females. We examined variation at four to eight microsatellite loci. 
Some loci were monomorphic in some populations and therefore could not be included 
in the analyses. Primer sequences and PCR conditions for these loci are described in 
Ouma et al. (2003, GenBank accession number AY220498-AY220504) and Baker and 
Krafsur (2001, GenBank accession number AY033512). Genotyping of flies was 
performed by using GeneScan and Genotyper as described (Krafsur, 2002; Ouma et al. 
2003). 
Data analysis 
Allele frequencies and tests for Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium 
For each locus and sample, we estimated allele frequencies and observed and 
expected heterozygosities. Homogeneity of allele frequencies among sites and blocks 
was determined by using contingency chi-square tests. Calculations were done using 
SAS version 8.2 (SAS Institute 2001). We also estimated probabilities of departure from 
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) within each sample at each locus by using GENEPOP 
ver 3.4 (Raymond and Rousset, 1995a). A Markov Chain approximation (Guo and 
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Thompson, 1992) was used to estimate the exact P-values. Significance of multiple P-
values was tested by using Fisher's method as installed in GENEPOP. The P-values were 
adjusted by applying the Bonferroni correction (Rice, 1989). Genotypic linkage 
disequilibrium was tested by estimating the probability of independence of genotypes for 
each pair of loci within each sample by using a Markov Chain approximation. 
Genetic differentiation 
Differentiation between regions, blocks, and trapping sites was assessed by 
exact tests of homogeneity of allele distribution among samples (Raymond and Rousset 
1995b). Significance in pairwise comparisons was evaluated after a Bonferroni 
correction of critical probabilities. We analyzed spatial structure by means of Wright's 
(Wright, 1951) F-statistics (FsT, F]S and Fn). FST is the standardized variance in allele 
frequencies among populations. It also measures the average correlation of alleles 
within populations relative to the total. FIT, the overall inbreeding coefficient, measures 
the correlation of alleles within individuals among all populations. F|S describes the 
correlation of alleles within individuals in a population. The three statistics are inter­
related, thus, (1 - FIT) = (1 - FST)*(1 - FIS). 
The extent of population differentiation was quantified by computing Weir and 
Cockerham's (1984) estimators of F-statistics by using GENEPOP. The genetic structure 
was analyzed using an analysis of variance method framework (Weir and Cockerham 
1984; Excoffier et al. 1992; Weir 1996) as implemented in ARLEQUIN 2.0 (Schneider et 
al. 2000). ARLEQUIN was also used to determine statistical significance of pairwise FST 
based on the permutation test of Manly (1997) with 1000 iterations. Multilocus estimates 
of FST were obtained by averaging over variance components (Weir and Cockerham 
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1984). Where possible, standard errors of the FST estimates were calculated by 
jackknifing over samples and loci using F STAT software (Goudet 1995). We tested for 
the relationship between genetic distance and geographic distance according to 
prescription of Hutchinson and Templeton (1999). 
Statistical significance of deviation of single locus FSj estimates from zero was 
tested by using chi-square as outlined by Workman and Niswander (1970). Thus, to test 
the hypothesis that FST = 0, X2 =2/VFST (k -1 ), with (r -1 ){k -1 ) degrees of freedom; 
where, N is sample size of locus in question, k is the number of alleles at the locus in 
question, and r is the number of subpopulations. 
Assuming the island model of Wright (1969), we estimated rate of gene flow (A/m) 
among populations from FsT estimates. According to this model, FsT = 1/(1+4A/m), 
assuming equilibrium between migration and drift. Nm represents the effective number of 
reproducing migrants between populations per generation (Slatkin 1993). The foregoing 
equation can be rearranged to obtain Nm, thus, Nm = (1 - FST)/4FsT. 
Nei's (1987) prescriptions were used for hierarchical analysis of diversity as 
described in Chapter 3. Kruskal-Wallis one-way AN OVA was used to test hypotheses of 
homogeneity of allele counts and diversity estimates among populations. Nei's genetic 
analyses and the Kruskal-Wallis tests were calculated by using SAS version 8.2 (SAS 
Institute 2001). 
RESULTS 
Correlation and distribution of allele frequencies. 
We calculated correlations of allele frequencies for data pooled over sites within 
each block (Table 2). Correlation coefficients between allele frequencies in the same 
region were positive and highly significant. Negative or very low correlations were 
observed among allele frequencies in different regions. Such low correlations were non­
significant. Hence, alleles within a region were found more often together than alleles 
among regions. This result suggests the presence of population structure at a regional 
geographic scale. 
Figure 1 shows histograms of allele frequency distributions for Lambwe and 
Nguruman at four loci. In each region, all loci had two to three most common alleles. 
Generally, the predominant alleles were the same in both regions, but they occurred at 
different frequencies. Alleles unique to either Lambwe or Nguruman occurred at very 
low frequencies 5%). 
Contingency Chi-square tests for homogeneity of allele frequencies among 
sampling blocks in Lambwe and Nguruman are presented in Table 3. Heterogeneity was 
detected at three of four loci (GpA19a, GpB6b, and GpC5b) in Lambwe, and at all four 
loci in Nguruman. Allele frequencies were homogeneous among sites in LAM1 at loci 
GpA19a and GpC26b. Homogeneity was also detected among sites in LAM3 at all loci. 
Significant differences in allele frequencies among sites were detected at two loci in 
LAM1 and at all loci in LAM2 (P < 0.001, Table 4). 
There were 49 alleles in Lambwe and Kodera. Eight of these (16%) were 
singular, and seven (14%) were private. Most of the private alleles were present at low 
frequencies (<5%) except for 151 bp and 159 bp alleles at locus GpA19a, which were 
present at 27% and 56%, respectively. Three of the eight (38%) singular alleles were in 
Kodera, the rest were in Lambwe. Of the five singular alleles in Lambwe two were in 
LAM1, two in LAM2, and one in LAM3. Six of seven (86%) private alleles were in 
Kodera. The only private allele (188 bp) found in the Lambwe was in LAM2. The allelic 
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distribution indicates that Kodera is more differentiated from Lambwe than populations 
in Lambwe are from one another. Kodera and Lambwe are -50 km apart. 
Ninety three alleles were recorded in the Nguruman region. Eighteen (19%) of 
these were singular, and eight (-9%) were private. Four of the singular alleles were in 
Lengobei, seven in Oloibortoto, and seven in Sampu. Three of the private alleles were in 
Campsite, four in Oloibortoto and one in Sampu. The distribution of singular and private 
alleles in the Nguruman region indicates a restricted interchange of genes among sites. 
When Serengeti was included in the analysis, 27 singular and 21 private alleles were 
recorded. Twelve of 27 (44%) singular alleles and 15 of 21 (71%) private alleles were 
found in Serengeti. The high proportion of private alleles in Serengeti indicates restricted 
gene flow between Serengeti and Nguruman. 
Hardy Weinberg and Linkage disequilibrium 
In Lambwe, thirteen of the 64 tests (20%) showed significant heterozygote 
deficiencies (positive F\S, p<0.05) within sites at either GpB6b or GpC5b or at both loci 
(data not shown). Among Nguruman samples, twenty-eight of 162 tests (17%) showed 
deficiencies of heterozygotes. The deficiency of heterozygotes occurred randomly at loci 
GpA19a, GpB20b, and GpC5b in different sites. This may indicate departures from 
random mating within the affected sites or the presence of null alleles at these loci. Null 
alleles are the most likely cause of the observed disequilibrium as non-random mating 
would affect all selectively neutral loci in the same manner. 
Among Lambwe samples, exact tests for genotypic linkage disequilibrium within 
each site resulted in five significant values of 102 comparisons. 5.1 significant values 
are expected at the 5% level. In the Nguruman, twenty-one of 405 comparisons were 
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significant. Again, this is about 5%, the amount expected by chance alone. No pair of 
loci was in linkage disequilibrium in more than one site, indicating the studied loci can be 
interpreted as independent markers. 
Microsatellite diversities 
Summary statistics of genetic diversity observed in the Lambwe and the 
Nguruman are presented in Table 5. The number of alleles per locus ranged from 9 at 
locus GpA19a to 25 at locus GpC10b in the Nguruman (mean na = 14.7). Mean number 
of alleles per locus among Lambwe samples was 10 (Table 5). Numbers of alleles 
observed among blocks were homogeneous in Lambwe (x2 [3] = 0.71, P> 0.05) and in 
the Nguruman based on Kruskal-Wallis test (x2 [6] = 11.0, P > 0.05). Average unbiased 
gene diversity within samples was 0.681 in the Nguruman and 0.644 in Lambwe. 
Diversities were homogeneous among Nguruman (x2 [6] = 4.8, P > 0.05) and among 
Lambwe samples (x2 [3] = 0.33, P > 0.05). Diversities and numbers of alleles observed 
among samples became heterogeneous when the Serengeti sample was included in the 
analysis of Nguruman samples (x2 [7] > 14.7, P< 0.05). 
Genetic differentiation and gene flow 
FST (Wright 1978) is a measure of departure from random mating among 
populations. Average FSJ estimated over 17 sites in Lambwe and 27 sites in the 
Nguruman was 0.017 (Table 6). This FSJ value translates into an average exchange of 
14.5 migrants per generation. When sites from different blocks were considered 
separately, FST was greatest among the 10 sites in block B (LAM2; FSJ = 0.023) (Table 
6). In the Nguruman, differentiation was highest among the three sites from Mukinyo 
(MUKO; Fst = 0.070). 
Because of the large number of samples involved, we did not compute pairwise 
FSJS for all sites. Sites were therefore pooled into blocks. Pairwise FST values between 
pooled sites in Lambwe and Nguruman ranged from -0.006 to 0.248 (Table 7). The 
highest FSTS were observed between Lambwe and Nguruman populations. Mean 
pairwise FsT for Lambwe and Nguruman samples was 0.225. None of the FsT between 
blocks in Lambwe or Nguruman was significantly different from zero (Tables 7). Hence 
there is no evidence that the blocks represent genetically differentiated units. When 
Lambwe and Kodera samples were compared, average pairwise FsT value was 0.186, 
translating into estimated gene flow rate of 1.1 individuals per generation. This indicates 
a restricted exchange of genes between Kodera and Lambwe. 
Analysis of molecular variance test showed that most variation (> 95.5%) was 
contained within sites (Table 8). Approximately 2 - 5% of the variance lay among sites 
within blocks and less than 1% of the variation was attributed to differences among 
blocks. Thus, differentiation among blocks was insignificant. When alleles were pooled 
by region and subjected to AMOVA, -20.5% of the variance in allele frequencies lay 
between Lambwe and Nguruman, whereas 79% was within blocks. A mere 0.4% of the 
variance was attributed to blocks within regions. The corresponding F-statistics showed 
significant differentiation between Lambwe and the Nguruman regions (FcT = 0.205, P < 
0.0001 ; Table 7). In this case, FcT estimates the chances that two randomly chosen flies 
in a region have the same alleles relative to the total. Differentiation among blocks within 
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regions was very low (FSc = 0.004). This value suggests unrestricted exchange of genes 
between blocks within a region. 
We found a highly significant linear relationship between genetic differentiation 
(GST) and geographic distance (km) (R = 0.92, P < 0.0001). This finding suggests the 
existence of equilibrium between migration and drift in Lambwe and Nguruman (Figure 
2). 
Hierarchical partition of microsatellite diversity is presented in Table 9. Unshared 
diversity (DBT) between blocks in Lambwe, including Kodera, was 0.06, and diversity of 
sites within blocks, DSB = 0.01. The corresponding differentiation between blocks, GBT = 
0.09, and differentiation among sites within blocks, GSB = 0.02. This pattern indicates 
that sites within blocks are more genetically similar than those between blocks. The 
estimated rate of gene flow among sites within blocks is almost six to eight times higher 
than the rate between blocks (Table 9). 
When Kodera was excluded from the analysis, unshared diversity between 
blocks in Lambwe dropped to 0.007, but diversity of sites within blocks stayed almost 
the same (-0.01). The corresponding differentiation between blocks in Ruma was 0.01, 
and that among sites within blocks was 0.02, not significantly different from zero. 
Estimated rates of gene flow between blocks and among sites within blocks were 24.5 
and 11 individuals per generation, respectively. These values suggest a significant level 
of gene flow both between blocks and among sites within blocks. 
Total diversity for Nguruman including Serengeti samples was 0.90 ± 0.06, most 
of it being within sites (HS = 0.67). Unshared diversity between blocks (HBT = 0.204) was 
nine times higher than that among sites within blocks {HSB = 0.03). Differentiation 
between blocks (GBT = 0.23) was much greater than among sites within blocks (GSB = 
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0.03). These values translate into exchange of 0.85 and 7.5 individuals per generation, 
between blocks and among sites, respectively. To verify the influence of Serengeti on 
the overall diversity and differentiation, analysis was redone without the Serengeti 
samples. Unshared diversity and differentiation between blocks dropped to 0.05 and 
0.07, respectively. Diversity between sites did not change, whereas differentiation 
between sites increased slightly to 0.04. Rate of gene flow between blocks in the 
Nguruman was 3.5, and that among sites was 5.4 individuals per generation. This 
pattern suggests unrestricted exchange of genes between blocks and among sites. 
DISCUSSION 
Allelic frequency distribution and genetic diversity 
Microsatellite allelic frequencies differed significantly among blocks in Lambwe 
and Nguruman. The heterogeneity in Nguruman can be attributed to genetic drift due to 
small and fragmented populations. Allele frequencies were homogeneous among sites 
within blocks in Lambwe and Nguruman. The exceptions were in blocks A and B where 
heterogeneity was detected among sites at two and four loci, respectively. The detected 
heterogeneity especially in block B could be due to private alleles observed in site B6 
(BLBF). Rare or private alleles are found in some subpopulations and not others (Slatkin 
1985). Such alleles can affect statistical power of the chi-square test because they occur 
at very low frequencies (< 5%). An expected cell frequency of five or greater is required 
to obtain a chi-square estimate that is a good approximation of the exact probability 
(Daniel, 1995). 
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Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium 
Thirteen of 64 possible Lambwe tests and twenty-eight of 162 possible site-locus 
combinations in Nguruman showed deviation from HWE (results not shown). All 
deviations were due to heterozygote deficits, and led to positive FiS values. 
Heterozygote deficiencies can be attributed to inbreeding or to the Wahlund effect. We 
discard inbreeding because it would affect all selectively neutral loci in the same 
manner. The Wahlund effect occurs when genetically differentiated gene pools are 
sampled as if they were a single population. For instance, flies sampled in different 
habitats could belong to genetically different cohorts, and considering them as one 
sample could result in excess homozygosity, hence HW disequilibrium. However, this 
hypothesis seems unlikely, for we did not observe any relationship between positive F|S 
values and the sampling sites or habitats. Furthermore, heterozygosity deficits remained 
unchanged or changed very little when calculated separately for different blocks (Table 
6). Alternatively, heterozygote deficits could be a result of null alleles at the affected loci. 
Null alleles occur due to mutations at the annealing sites and are a common problem 
with microsatellites (Lehmann et al. 1996; Krafsur and Endsley 2002). The null allele 
explanation is more plausible because the observed heterozygote deficits only affected 
certain loci and not others. For example, among the Nguruman samples, we found 
significant deficiencies of heterozygotes at loci GpA19, GpB20b, and GpC5b in two, five, 
and ten sites, respectively. 
Genetic differentiation and gene flow 
Overall, we found little evidence for genetic differentiation among sites within 
blocks or among blocks within a region. The slightly high differentiation among block B 
samples (FST = 0.023) can be attributed to the private alleles observed in site B6. In the 
Nguruman area, differentiation was highest among the three sites in Mukinyo. The 
reason for this is unclear, but is probably due to drift. Samples in Mukinyo were obtained 
from thickets interspersed with grassland. It is possible that the thickets were harboring 
small isolated populations. 
Mean FST value among blocks in Lambwe and the Nguruman was 0.017, 
translating into average rate of gene flow of 14.5 individuals per generation. Thus, 
blocks and sites may not constitute genetically distinct entities, as there seems to be 
free interchange of genes among them. Genetic drift acting on neutral loci would cause 
local genetic differentiation if Nm < 1 (Slatkin, 1987). Indeed, only one reproducing 
individual every other generation is sufficient to prevent fixation due to drift Wright 
(1931). Previous studies observed non-random mating among Kenya G. pallidipes 
populations (Krafsur et al. 1997; Krafsur and Wohlford 1999). But sampling covered a 
larger geographic area (tens to thousands of kilometers) than covered in the present 
study (200 m - 10 km). 
There was significant differentiation among blocks in different regions. Mean FsT 
between Lambwe and Nguruman was 0.205. The estimated rate of gene flow (Nm) was 
0.97. This result indicates a restricted rate of gene flow between the two regions. Such 
limited gene flow can be attributed to the presence of physical barriers which are known 
to influence population structures of vagile organisms (Avise 1994). The factor that 
comes to mind is the Rift Valley, which bifurcates Kenya from north to south. It consists 
of mountains and much of its floor has little woody vegetation. Some of the highland 
areas are too cold for tsetse survival. Tsetse flies don't inhabit highland areas or 
grassland areas where woody vegetation is lacking (Glasgow 1963). The other factor 
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that could have caused the high differentiation between Lambwe and Nguruman is 
isolation by distance (Wright 1969). Tests for the relationship between genetic distance 
and geographic distance showed a linear and highly significant correlation. This pattern 
reflects the existence of a regional equilibrium between migration and drift under a 
hierarchical isolation by distance model (Wright, 1969). Indeed, there was no correlation 
between regression residuals and geographic distance (data not shown), further 
suggesting that gene flow and drift have comparable effect on the spatial distribution of 
diversity in G. pallidipes at fine geographic scales (Hutchinson and Templeton 1999). 
One of the goals of this study was to understand the sources of G. pallidipes 
inhabiting Lambwe Valley and Nguruman. It was previously reported that the Lambwe 
fly-belt is small and isolated (Turner, 1984). The high differentiation between Kodera 
and Lambwe seems to corroborate this hypothesis. Kodera is the nearest known G. 
pallidipes belt to Lambwe. But what is the source population of the Kodera G. 
pallidipes? Most likely Kodera and Lambwe were previously part of a single contiguous 
fly-belt, but became separated by habitat fragmentation. The fragmentation is mainly as 
a result of burning and clearing of vegetation for agricultural activities. Indeed, the fact 
that G. pallidipes now colonizes Kodera, a non-native coniferous forest, is evidence of 
human interference with the natural habitat. Turner (1981) reported colonization of 
another coniferous forest in Lambwe Valley. In theory, habitat fragmentation can lead to 
lead to loss of genetic variability and increased differentiation through random genetic 
drift, inbreeding and reduced gene flow between fragmented populations (Young et al. 
1996, Templeton et al. 1990). 
Serengeti G. pallidipes was significantly differentiated from Nguruman. It has 
been claimed that G. pallidipes re-invade Nguruman every year from the neighboring 
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Tanzania escarpment (Williams et al. 1992, Brightwell et al. 1997). If this were so, we 
would expect allele frequencies to be homogeneous between Serengeti and Nguruman. 
It appears that genetic drift within Serengeti and Nguruman is much stronger than gene 
flow between them. 
To conclude, our study suggests that there is substantial gene flow on a 
microgeographic scale. On the other hand, gene flow is restricted between Nguruman 
and Lambwe regions. G. pallidipes populations in Nguruman and Lambwe seem to be 
isolated from nearest known populations of Serengeti and Kodera. Such isolated 
populations can effectively be targeted for area-wide eradication by using sterile male 
release technique. 
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Table 1. Collection localities and locality codes for G. pallidipes samples 
Site Code [n] Latitude Longitude 
Collection 
Date 
Block A6 L BLAD [48 ] 0°37.36'S 34°17.43'E May 2003 
Block A10L BLAE [40] 0°34.46'S 34°17.42'E May 2003 
Block A11L BLAF [48] 0°35.14'S 34°18.11'E May 2003 
Block A17L BLAG [48] 0°36.26'S 34°18.22'E May 2003 
Block ANL 0°36.37'S 34°18.7'E Dec 2003 
Block B1L BLBA [24] 0°39.42'S 34°13.48'E Dec 2003 
Block B2L BLBB [24] 0°39.36'S 34°16.4'E Dec 2003 
Block B3L BLBC [24] 0°39.25'S 34°16.29'E Dec 2003 
Block B4L BLBD [24] 0°40.20'S 34°15.21'E Dec 2003 
Block B5L BLBE [24] 0°40.20'S 34°15.14'E Dec 2003 
Block B6L BLBF [24] 0°40.19'S 34°15.3'E Dec 2003 
Block BN1L BLBG [48] 0°38.45'S 34°18.1'E May 2003 
BlockBN2L 0°38.55'S 34°17.30'E May 2003 
Block BN3L BLBH [48] 0°39.10'S 34°16.58'E May 2003 
Block BN4L BLBI [48] 0°40.51'S 34°14.59'E May 2003 
Block BN5L BLBJ [24] 0°41,16'S 34°14.47'E May 2003 
Block C2L BLCB [48] 0°41,29'S 34°13.36'E May 2003 
Block CN1L BLCA [48] 0°40.47'S 34°12.38'E May 2003 
Block CN2L 0°41.00'S 34°12.25'E May 2003 
Kodera K05L KODA [24] 0°33.57'S 34°40.27'E May 2003 
Campsite 7N CS7B [24] 1°49.1'S 36°6.5'E May 2003 
Campsite 8AN CS8A [24] 1°48.49'S 36°6.6'E May 2003 
Lengobei AN LEIA [40] — — Mar 2000 
Lengobei 1 N LEIB [11] 1°54.4'S 36°10.5'E May 2003 
Lengobei 11 N LEIC [24] 1°56.59'S 36°8.3'E July 2003 
Lengobei 13 N LEID [24] 1°57.4'S 36°7.52'E July 2003 
Lengobei 6N LEIE [18] — — Dec 2003 
Oloibortoto AN OLOA [24] — — Nov 2001 
Oloibortoto 3 N OLOB [24] 1°48.33'S 36°4.50'E May 2003 
Oloibortoto 4 N OLOC [24] 1°49.1'S 36°3.24'E May 2003 
Sampu An SAMA [24] — — Nov 2001 
Sampu 1 N SAMB [24] 1°53.30'S 36°4.55'E May 2003 
Sampu 2 N SAMC [24] 1°53.28'S 36°5.2'E May 2003 
Sampu 3 N SAMD [24] 1°53.21'S 36°4.35'E May 2003 
Sampu 4 N SAME [24] 1°53.24'S 36°4.35'E May 2003 
Sampu 10aN SAM F [48] — — July 2003 
Sampu 9 N SAMG [48] — — 
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Table 1 Continued 
Sampu 10b N SAM H [48] 
Kalema An KALA [14] 
Kalema B N KALB [15] 
Lengongu A N LEUA [18] 
Lengongu 11 N LEUB [47] 
Lengongu 12 N LEUC [24] 
Mukinyo An MUKA [24] 
Mukinyo 14 N MUKB [48] 
Mukinyo 15 N MUKC [48] 
Mukinyo 16 N MUKD [24] 
Shompole N SHOA [48] 
— — Nov 2001 
— — May 2003 
— — Dec 2001 
— — Dec 2003 
— — Dec 2003 
1 °50.26' S 36°5.11 'E May 2003 
— — Dec 2003 
— — Dec 2003 
— — Dec 2003 
- — Aug 1995 
L 
= Lambwe Valley, N = Nguruman region, n = number of individuals genotyped 
Table 2. Correlations of allele frequencies between blocks in Lambwe (LAM1, LAM2 and LAM3) and Nguruman. In 
parentheses are numbers of alleles shared at 4 microsatellite loci. 
LAM1 LAM2 LAM 3 CAMP KALA LENI LENU MUKO OLOI 
LAM1 — 
LAM2 .98(28)* — 
LAM3 .98(24)* .97(24)* — 
CAMP -.006(20) .02(21) .04(18) — 
KALA -.02(17) -.02(17) .09(17) .98(18)* — 
LENI .14(19) .20(20) .19(18) .97(22)* .97(20)* — 
LENU .03(18) .03(18) .07(17) .97(19)* .98(18)* .97(20)* — 
MUKO -0.14(17) -.17(17) .13(16) .98(18)* .95(17)* .97(19)* .98(18)* — 
OLOI .004(19) -.01(19) .08(17) .97(17)* .97(18)* .96(24)* .95(18)* .94(18)* — 
SAMP .24(21) .23(21) .25(19) .98(23)* .98(19)* .98(23)* .98(21)* .97(19)* .95(21) 
Significant R-va lue at P < 0.001 
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Table 3. Chi-square tests of homogeneity of allele frequencies in G. pallidipes among 
blocks within regions 
Lambwe [3]a Nguruman [If 
Locus ~df ~df X7 
GpA19a 12 77.9**** 48 74.9 ** 
GpB6b 20 72.4**** 54 127.7*** 
GpC5b 20 39.6** 66 110.3**] 
GpC26b 20 27.7ns 78 135.9*** 
a number of blocks, **P < 0.001, ***P < 0.0001, ns = not significant 
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Table 4. Contingency Chi-square tests for homogeneity of allele frequencies in 
G.pallidipes among sites within blocks in Lambwe Valley. 
Locus No. Alleles d.f. 
Chi-square 
Block A (LAM1) 
GpA 19a 5 16 12.4ns 
GpB6b 8 28 65.3** 
GpC5b 10 36 96.6** 
GpC26b 9 32 60.2ns 
Block B (LAM2) 
GpA19a 7 54 206.1*** 
GpB6b 9 72 228.9*** 
GpC5b 9 72 135.2*** 
GpC26b 10 81 128.4** 
Block C (LAM3 
GpA19a 3 2 
OO o
 
GpB6b 5 4 7.1ns 
GpC5b 7 6 19.8ns 
GpC26b 10 9 19.0ns 
***P < 0.0001 ,** P< 0.001, ns = not significant 
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Table 5. Single locus genetic variability among G. pallidipes populations 
Locus Lambwe Nguruman 
na Ho He na Ho He 
GpA19a 7 0.592 0.582 9 0.580 0.609 
GpB6b 11 0.512 0.653 10 0.619 0.509 
GpB20b — — — 18 0.670 0.770 
GpC5b 11 0.448 0.676 12 0.479 0.686 
GpC10b — — — 25 0.874 0.793 
GpC26b 11 0.448 0.664 14 0.759 0.718 
Mean 10 0.566 0.644 14.67 0.667 0.681 
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Table 6. Mean F-statistics among sites (Weir and Cockerham, 1984) in Lambwe (4 loci) 
and Nguruman (6 loci) G. pallidipes. Means were averages of single locus F-statistics 
for each population. 
Region Population [n] FIS FST [Nm\ FIT 
Lambwe 
LAM1 [5] 0.125 0.010 [24.8] 0.134 
LAM2 [10] 0.137 0.023 [10.6] 0.157 
LAM 3 [2] nd nd nd 
ALL [17] 0.132 0.017 [14.5] 0.147 
Nguruman 
CAMP [3] 0.058 0.023 [10.6] 0.079 
OLOB [3] 0.076 0.028 [8.7] 0.102 
SAMP [8] -0.040 0.049 [4.9] 0.012 
KALE [2] -0.019 0.052 [4.6] 0.034 
LENU [3] -0.057 0.061 [3.8] 0.007 
LENI [5] 0.032 0.028 [8.7] 0.059 
MUKO [3] -0.026 0.070 [3.3] 0.045 
ALL [27] -0.288 0.017 [14.5] -0.267 
n = number of samples, nd = not done 
Table 7 : Pairwise genetic distance in terms of FSJ (Weir and Cockerham, lower diagonal) and gene flow 
(A/em, upper diagonal) for G.pallidipes populations from Lambwe (LAM1, LAM2 and LAM3) and Nguruman. 
POP LAM1 LAM2 LAM 3 CAMP OLOB SAMP KALE LENU LENI MUKO 
LAM1 — 49.75 249.75 0.89 0.76 1.04 0.90 0.85 1 1.01 
LAM2 0.005 — 83.08 0.91 0.79 1.03 0.91 0.87 1.03 1 
LAM 3 0.001 0.003 — 0.92 0.78 1.08 0.94 0.88 1.07 1.05 
CAMP 0.219 0.216 0.214 — 49.75 31 -41.91 83.08 83.08 249.75 
OLOB 0.248 0.241 0.242 0.005 — 16.42 -83.58 20.58 31 15.38 
SAMP 0.194 0.196 0.187 0.008 0.015 — -62.75 124.75 124.75 83.08 
KALE 0.217 0.215 0.210 -0.006 -0.003 -0.004 -41.92 -62.75 -250.25 
LENU 0.227 0.224 0.222 0.003 0.012 0.002 -0.006 — 62.25 83.08 
LENI 0.199 0.195 0.189 0.003 0.008 0.002 -0.004 0.004 — 83.08 
MUKO 0.198 0.199 0.193 0.001 0.016 0.003 -0.001 0.003 0.003 
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Table 8. Nested analysis of variance in allele frequencies in G. pallidipes from Ruma, 
Nguruman and from the two regions combined. 
Source d.f. Variance Percentage 
Components of variation F-statistics 
Lambwe3 
Among blocks 2 0.00024 0.02 FCT - 0.000ns 
Among sites within 
Blocks 14 0.02398 1.85 Fsc - 0.019*** 
Within sites 1263 1.26987 98.13 FST = 0.019*** 
Total 1279 1.29409 
Nqurumanb 
Among blocks 6 -0.00439-0.21 I
I £
 0.000ns 
Among sites within 
Populations 19 0.09708 4.75 Fsc - 0.048*** 
Within sites 1500 1.95227 95.47 FST = 0.046*** 
Total 1525 2.04495 
Lambwe and Nqurumanc 
Among Regions'1 1 0.32571 20.48 i
i £
 0.205*** 
Among populations 
within regions 8 0.00552 0.35 FSC = 0.004*** 
Within populations 2844 1.25890 79.17 FST = 0.208*** 
*** = p < 0.0001, ns = not significant 
aTyped at 4 loci 
bTyped at 6 loci 
°Typed at 4 loci (same loci as in a) 
dRegions are Lambwe and Nguruman 
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Table 9. Hierarchical microsatellite diversities (± S.E.) within and among G. pallidipes 
populations from Lambwe Valley and Nguruman (Nei, 1987) 
Lambwe + Kodera Nguruman + Serengeti 
Diversity 
Within sites Hs 0.64 ± 0.05 0.67 ± 0.04 
Sites (blocks) DSB 0.01 ± 0.00 0.03 ± 0.01 
Between blocks DBT 0.06 ± 0.01 0.20 ± 0.00 
Total/-/T 0.71 ±0.12 0.90 ± 0.06 
Genetic differentiation 
Sites (blocks) GSB 0.02 ± 0.00 0.03 ± 0.00 
Between blocks GBT 0.09 ± 0.01 0.23 ± 0.00 
Gene flow rate 
Sites(blocks) 15.9 7.5 
Between blocks 2.7 0.9 
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Figure 1. Allele frequency distribution in Lambwe and Nguruman G. pallidipes at four 
loci 
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Figure 2. Pairwise genetic distances (Gij) versus geographic distance between 
populations of G. pallidipes from Nguruman and Lambwe. 
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CHAPTER 5: TEMPORAL CHANGES IN GENETIC DIVERSITY AND 
POPULATION STRUCTURE OF GLOSSINA PALLIDIPES 
A paper to be submitted to Molecular Ecology 
Ouma JO, Marguez J.G and Krafsur, ES 
Department of Entomology, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011-3222, USA 
ABSTRACT 
Temporal variation in allele frequencies at microsatellite loci was assessed by sampling 
local populations of the tsetse fly, Glossina pallidipes (Diptera: Glossinidae). Samplings 
were carried out in wet and dry seasons in 2000, 2001, and 2003 in the Lambwe Valley 
and Nguruman regions of Kenya. Four polymorphic loci were scored in Lambwe and six 
in Nguruman. Allele frequencies were homogeneous among seasons. Genetic 
differentiation, however, was higher among dry season samples (FST = 0.051, GST = 
0.047) than among wet season samples (FSj = 0.041, GSj = 0.037). Differentiation 
between pooled dry season and pooled wet season samples did not differ significantly 
from zero (FSJ = 0.008, GsT = 0.004). Analysis of variance revealed no substantial 
genetic subdivision between seasons or among years. Only 1% and 1.4% of the total 
variance was attributed to the effect of seasons and years, respectively. These results 
are discussed in light of the ecology and biology of G. pallidipes. 
Keywords: Temporal, seasonal, microsatellite loci, Glossina pallidipes, genetic 
differentiation 
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INTRODUCTION 
Glossina pallidipes is one of the most important vectors of animal trypanosomiases 
in sub-Saharan Africa. Spatial genetic structure and genetic diversity of G. pallidipes 
populations has been widely investigated. Krafsur et ai (1997) detected surprisingly 
high levels of genetic differentiation among geographic populations from East and 
southern Africa at allozyme loci (FST = 0.238 ± 0.051). Essentially the same magnitude 
of differentiation was reported when variation was examined at mitochondrial DNA 
among eighteen G. pallidipes populations via single-strand conformational 
polymorphisms (Krafsur & Wohlford 1999). More recently, comparative evaluation of 
variation at allozyme, mitochondrial and microsatellite loci provided evidence that 
genetic distances were correlated with geographic distances between populations 
(Krafsur 2002). 
The foregoing reports are based on data from point samples in time, with an 
underlying assumption that genetic structure or diversity is temporally stable. But this 
assumption does not always hold as allele frequencies can drift over time (Waples 
1989a, b, Heath et al. 2002, Wang & Whitlock, 2003). Temporal analyses can provide 
information about forces responsible for genetic changes over short time scales (Huber 
et al. 2002). Furthermore, evaluating temporal changes in allele frequencies may 
indicate the occurrence of bottlenecks and provide estimates of change in effective 
population size (Richards & Leberg 1996). Published ecological data on G. pallidipes 
call attention to the importance of temporal analyses of genetic data. 
Movement of G. pallidipes varies seasonally (Brightwell et al. 1992, 1997). Mobility is 
greater during the rainy season than during the dry season (Brightwell et al. 1992; 
Williams et al. 1992), and is strongly correlated with rises in humidity and drops in 
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maximum temperatures. Furthermore, Brightwell et al. (1997) suggested from a 12-year 
study that G. pallidipes re-invades Nguruman, Kenya yearly from the neighboring 
Tanzania escarpment. More flies invaded each wet season than in the dry season. In a 
recent trapping study, Odulaja et al. (2001) reported that G. pallidipes at Nguruman 
were more aggregated during dry and cold season than during the short rainy season. 
From the foregoing ecological observations, it can be predicted that populations 
become small and fragmented during dry seasons. Theoretically, reduced and isolated 
populations can experience loss of genetic variability due to random genetic drift (Young 
et al. 1996). Little is known about the genetic changes in G. pallidipes populations 
associated with seasonal or temporal changes. The overall objective of this study was to 
assess the effect of seasonal and temporal changes in gene diversities and genetic 
structure of G. pallidipes populations. Specifically, we tested the following null 
hypotheses: 1) allele frequencies are homogeneous temporally and 2) there are no 
seasonal correlations in indices of population differentiation. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Study sites and tsetse trapping 
G. pallidipes samples were obtained from the Ruma National Park in Lambwe 
Valley (henceforth referred to as Lambwe) and from Nguruman, Kenya. A detailed 
description of each region was provided in Chapter 4 of this dissertation. The ecology of 
tsetse and trypanosomiasis in the two areas has been studied extensively (Turner 1981 ; 
Turner & Brightwell 1986; Williams et al. 1992; Brightwell et ai 1992, 1997). Tsetse flies 
were caught at geo-referenced sites by using biconical traps (Challier & Laveissiere, 
1973) as described earlier. Dry season samples were collected in November 2001 and 
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July 2003. All wet season samples were collected in May 2000 and May 2003. Exact 
sites from which samples were obtained are shown on Table 1 in Chapter 4. 
DNA extraction, amplification and GeneScan analysis 
Total genomic DNA was isolated from ethanol-preserved G. pallidipes samples 
using a phenol/chloroform method as described by Krafsur and Wohlford (1999). The 
DNA was washed twice with ice-cold 70% ethanol, re-suspended in 100 pi of sterile 
double-distilled water. DNA samples were then stored at -20°C. Oligonucleotide primer 
sequences, polymerase chain reaction (PGR) conditions and GenBank accession 
numbers are reported elsewhere (Ouma et al. 2003). Applied Biosystems (ABI) Prism 
377 sequencer was used for electrophoresis of PGR products and size standard 
mixture. Genotype data were analyzed using GeneScan and Genotyper software (ABI), 
which automatically determine the fluorescence signal and expresses it as a peak in an 
electropherogram. 
Data analysis 
We calculated allelic frequencies for each sample and sampling date. Deviations 
from Hardy-Weinberg expectations for each locus in each sample were assessed by 
using exact tests (Guo ^Thompson 1992) and by tests assuming an alternative 
hypothesis of heterozygote deficiency (Rousset & Raymond 1995). We also assessed 
genotypic linkage disequilibrium for each sample and sampling date. The program 
GENEPOP 3.4 (Raymond & Rousset 1995) was used for these tests. Hypothesis of 
homogeneity of allele frequencies among seasons was tested by using one-way 
Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric analyses of variance. SAS version 8.2 (SAS Institute, 
2001) was used to compute these statistics. We used the two-sample f-test (Snedecor & 
Cochran 1989) to determine the equality of means. 
Genetic differentiation among all samples and between pairs of samples was 
estimated with three differentiation indices. First we estimated FsT according to Weir & 
Cockerham (1984). The estimator, 0, is a statistic defined conceptually as a function of 
the inter-sample variance component from a nested analysis of variance. Herein, 6 will 
be referred to as FST because they measure the same parameter. Secondly, we 
estimated Rsj according to Slatkin (1995). Rst is based on the variance of allele size, 
and takes into account the mutation rates and specific mutation models at microsatellite 
loci. Lastly, we calculated GST, the coefficient of gene differentiation (Nei 1973, 1987). 
Nei's approach does not require knowledge of genotypic frequencies and can be 
computed directly from allele frequencies in terms of gene diversities within and 
between samples. Thus, GST = DS-RLHT where DST is the average gene diversity between 
samples and Hj is the gene diversity in the total population (Nei 1973). These analyses 
were performed using the FSTAT (Goudet 1995) and GENEPOP (Raymond and Rousset 
1995) programs. 
To quantify the degree of differentiation among temporal samples relative to that 
among spatially different samples, we performed a hierarchical analysis of molecular 
variance (AMOVA; Excoffier et al. 1992). The ARLEQUIN 2.000 software (Schneider et al. 
2000) was used for this analysis. The first level of hierarchy consisted of samples from 
the Nguruman and from Lambwe Valley. The second level consisted of temporal or 
seasonal samples from each of these areas. 
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RESULTS 
Allele frequencies, Hardy-Weinberg and Linkage disequilibrium 
There was little variation in frequencies of the most common alleles at six loci in 
G. pallidipes collected during dry and wet seasons (Figure 1). Allele frequencies were 
homogeneous among seasons (Table 1). Among Nguruman samples, significant 
deviation of allele frequencies from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium was observed in 13 of 
54 tests (24%) for the dry season, and 13 of 78 in the wet season (17%). However, after 
applying Bonferroni corrections only 5.5% and 2.6% of the tests were significant in the 
dry and wet seasons, respectively. These proportions are within the range (<5%) 
expected by chance alone. The same pattern was observed among Lambwe samples 
except that 8.3% of the tests were significant in the wet season. All deviations in the dry 
and wet seasons corresponded to heterozygote deficiencies, leading to positive F,s 
values. Only two of the 135 (1.5%) linkage disequilibrium tests were significant in the dry 
season. However, 10 of 180 (5.6%) of the tests were significant in the wet season. No 
significant linkage disequilibrium was detected in any pair of loci (data not shown). This 
result suggests that the loci used were statistically independent. 
Microsatellite diversity 
G. pallidipes diversities at microsatellite loci in the Nguruman and Lambwe are 
set forth in Table 2. Mean number of alleles per locus in the Nguruman was 11 ±2.3 in 
dry versus 10.8 ± 1.9 in wet season. In Lambwe they were 9.5 ± 1.3 in dry versus 10.8 ± 
1.9 in wet season. These values were not significantly different. Total diversities, HT, 
were slightly higher in the dry than in the wet season. Expected heterozygosities within 
samples, Hs did not differ significantly among seasons in Nguruman or Lambwe. 
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Diversities between dry-season samples were higher than those between wet-season 
samples though not significantly so. The critical level of significance for all variables was 
0.05. 
Genetic differentiation 
Various population differentiation indices are presented in Table 3. First, we 
estimated F-, R-, and G-statistics for dry and wet season samples independently. 
Secondly, differentiation was assessed as a function of collection date regardless of 
season. Moderate differentiation was observed among Nguruman samples in both dry 
and wet seasons (FST = 0.051, GST = 0.047 in dry season) and (FST = 0.041, GsT = 0.037 
in the wet season). Differentiation among Nguruman samples was almost twice as great 
as that among Lambwe samples. The magnitude of FST and GST differed among loci. 
Both FST and GST revealed higher levels of differentiation in the dry season than in the 
wet season. Generally, single locus and overall RST values were much lower than the 
corresponding FST and GST (Table 3). These differences may be attributed to underlying 
assumptions of the various indices. It has been suggested that microsatellites typically 
follow a stepwise mutation model (SMM), and RST was devised based on SMM (Slatkin 
1995). 
Differentiation between pooled dry season samples and pooled wet season 
samples was low (FST = 0.008, GST= 0.004, RSJ = 0.0001) and did not differ significantly 
from zero. F,s for pooled samples were 0.028 and 0.058 for dry and wet seasons, 
respectively. The increase in F|S after pooling samples may indicate that different demes 
were sampled. 
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Table 4 shows mean diversity and genetic differentiation assessed for different 
sampling dates regardless of season. A detailed presentation of this table is provided in 
Appendix 1. Mean number of alleles ranged from 7.5 in May 2003 to 8.7 in May 2000. 
There was little temporal fluctuation in observed and expected heterozygosities. 
Differentiation fluctuated temporally and was highest in May 2003. Overall differentiation 
among pooled samples for all collection dates was 0.025 ± 0.015, indicating high rate of 
gene flow among temporal samples. 
To determine the magnitude of differentiation among temporal samples, we 
pooled samples to generate populations by date of collection. Pairwise FSjS between 
temporal populations ranged from 0.001 between November 2001 and May 2003 to 
0.039 between May 2003 and December 2003 (Table 5). 
No substantial genetic subdivision was found between seasons with only less 
than 1 % of the total variance being attributed to effect of seasons (Table 6). Most of the 
genetic variance (95%) was accounted for by differences among individuals within 
samples. About 4% of the variance was attributed to differences among samples within 
seasons. The corresponding ^-statistics indicate unlimited gene flow between seasons 
(FCT = 0.003) and among populations within seasons (FSc = 0.044). 
When samples were grouped according to collection date regardless of season, 
only 1.6% of the variation was attributed to differences in allele frequencies among 
sampling dates (Table 7). 2.7% of the variance was due to differences in frequencies 
among populations within dates. Most of the variance (-96%) lay within populations. FST 
estimated by the method of Weir and Cockerham (1984) was 0.042 whereas Fsc was 
0.027. FSc estimates the probability that two randomly chosen flies in any of the 
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collection dates have the same alleles. This value suggests that there is random mating 
among flies sampled on different dates. 
DISCUSSION 
Allele frequencies 
Frequencies of the most common alleles showed very little variation when plotted 
for dry and wet seasons. Furthermore, allele frequencies were homogenous between 
seasons and among collection dates. This temporal stability of allele frequencies 
indicates that seasonal genetic variation in G. pallidipes is very low. 
Hardy-Weinberg and linkage disequilibrium 
The proportion of significant deviations from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium in the 
dry and wet seasons exceeded the 5% level expected by chance alone. Different factors 
can explain the observed disequilibrium. First, G. pallidipes populations in Lambwe and 
Nguruman may exhibit spatial local subdivision. However, differentiation among sites 
and blocks separated by 200 m to 10 km was very low (FST = 0.017, Chapter 4). 
Secondly, genetic drift could be acting on small resident populations hence causing 
disequilibria, especially during the dry season. We rule out this possibility because drift 
would affect all loci equally. Third, the observed pattern may be attributed to localized 
selection. But microsatellite loci are supposed to be selectively neutral (Jarne & Lagoda 
1996). However, selection would act if the loci in question are "hitch-hiking" to a gene or 
a functional region under selection (Slatkin 1995). Fourth, physical linkage of loci can 
cause disequilibrium. This is unlikely because linkage disequilibrium tests showed that 
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loci were statistically independent. Lastly, and the most likely explanation for 
disequilibrium, is the presence null alleles. 
Differentiation 
Genetic variability of G. pallidipes was assessed from temporal samples. Our 
data show that genetic differentiation among subpopulations fluctuates over time and is 
relatively higher in the dry season (FSJ = 0.051) than during the wet season (FsT = 
0.041). Although these values are not significantly different, the higher differentiation in 
the dry season can be attributed to drift. In the dry season, pockets of G. pallidipes 
populations most likely survive in thickets where they can obtain blood meal from 
mammalian hosts. In the wet season, tsetse movement increases due to rise in humidity 
and fall in temperature (Brightwell et al. 1992, 1997), leading to free exchange of genes. 
Williams et al. (1992) demonstrated that the mobility of G. pallidipes is greater during the 
rainy season than when it is dry. 
These results should be interpreted with caution because tsetse flies live long 
and generations overlap. The average age of a fly is 40 - 60 days. Hence, dry season 
individuals are likely to be sampled in the wet season. We obtained wet season samples 
two to three weeks after the onset of the rains, raising the possibility of sampling mostly 
dry season flies. Indeed, the high F,s in November 2001 can be interpreted in this light. 
Sampling of isolated dry season demes in the wet season could have resulted in a 
deficit in heterozygosity (Wahlund effect). Odulaja et al. (2001) observed that G. 
pallidipes catch distributions in Nguruman were more aggregated during the dry and 
long wet seasons than in the short wet season. The short rains that arrive in November 
lead to a rise in humidity and a fall in temperature. These changes allow a more random 
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distribution of tsetse and an increased dispersal capability (Odulaja et al. 2001). We 
would therefore expect low differentiation during the short rains due to increased gene 
flow. 
Interestingly, the FsT value of 0.05 indicates particularly high differentiation 
considering the small spatial scale covered. This result is consistent with the hypothesis 
that dispersing insect populations sometimes move as groups and not as independent 
individuals (Stinner et al. 1983). The highest differentiation was observed among 
populations collected in May 2003. It is unclear why this is so. May is a wet month and 
we would expect increased dispersal and admixing of subpopulations. Nevertheless, it 
was previously reported that G. pallidipes populations in the Nguruman were more 
aggregated during long rains when it was relatively cool than during the short rains 
when temperatures were more moderate (Odulaja et al. 2001). 
Pairwise estimates of FST among pooled temporal samples did not reveal any 
consistent pattern. For example, whereas FsT between samples of November 2001 and 
those of May 2003 was 0.001, differentiation between May 2003 and December 2003 
was higher (FsT = 0.039). This result shows there is no correlation between the 
differentiation index and the number of generations between samples. Two flies 
collected at different time periods do not seem more likely to be genetically different 
than two flies collected in a short temporal, or in the same temporal, window. 
Comparison of differentiation indices 
Values of FST and GST were almost similar in magnitude. However, RsT values for 
both dry and wet seasons were smaller than their FST counterparts. This finding was 
surprising especially given the assertion that under a stepwise mutation model (SMM) or 
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two-phase model, FSj underestimates the degree of genetic differentiation among 
populations (Slatkin 1995; Goodman 1997). Based on this assertion, we would expect a 
smaller value of FsT than that of RST- The low differentiation estimated by RsT is 
consistent with the hypothesis that drift and not mutation resulted in the differentiation 
between temporal samples. Lower sensitivity of RSj in comparison with FsT was 
previously reported in humans (Perez-Lezaun et al. 1997), in bears (Peatkau et al. 
1997), and in Anopheles gambiae (Lehmann et al. 1998). In a separate study, we 
observed higher differentiation by Rst (0.229) than by Fst (0.172) among 21 G. 
pallidipes populations obtained from East and southern Africa (Ouma et at. unpublished 
data). RST is known to have high variances particularly when dealing with few loci 
(Gaggiotti et al. 1999). 
This study has practical applications in control of tsetse flies by using genetic 
methods such as sterile insect technique (SIT). For example, knowledge of when 
populations are most or least isolated reproductively can be helpful in determining 
optimal times to release sterile male tsetse into the natural population. SIT is most 
effective when applied to scattered or isolated populations (Krafsur 2003). 
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Table 1. One-way analysis of variance and Kruskal-Wallis tests for homogeneity of 
allele frequencies among seasons in G. pallidipes samples from Nguruman 
Locus d.f. F-valuea P-value yb P-value 
GpA19a 1 0.25 0.623 0.04 0.849 
GpB6b 1 0.11 0.746 0.63 0.429 
GpB20b 1 0.01 0.912 0.89 0.346 
GpC5b 1 1.60 0.217 1.35 0.245 
GpC10b 1 2.33 0.133 0.34 0.561 
GpC26b 1 1.68 0.202 1.13 0.289 
a 1 -way ANOVA, 
b Kruskal-Wallis test 
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Table 2. Single locus microsatellite diversities of G. pallidipes in Nguruman and Lambwe 
in dry and wet seasons 
Nauruman Locus nail Ho Hs DST 
Dry season GpA19a 4 0.583 0.611 0.003 
Jul & Dec GpB6b 7 0.679 0.524 0.032 
2003 
GpB20b 14 0.638 0.724 0.106 
GpC5b 10 0.450 0.676 0.018 
GpC10b 20 0.863 0.783 0.021 
GpC26b 11 0.724 0.700 0.018 
Mean ± SE 11 ±2.3 0.656 ± 0.057 0.670 ± 0.037 0.033 ± 0.015 
Wet season GpA19a 8 0.562 0.592 0.006 
May 2003 GpB6b 8 0.501 0.437 0.009 
GpB20b 14 0.745 0.724 0.108 
GpC5b 5 0.495 0.653 0.006 
GpdOb 18 0.952 0.803 0.016 
GpC26b 12 0.720 0.720 0.005 
Mean ± SE 10.8 ± 1.9 0.663 ±0.073 0.655 ± 0.052 0.025 ±0.017 
Lambwe 
Dry season GpA19a 6 0.572 0.585 0.041 
Dec 2002 GpB6b 10 0.630 0.713 0.022 
GpC5b 12 0.437 0.680 0.006 
GpC26b 10 0.689 0.644 0.003 
Mean ± SE 9.5 ± 1.3 0.582 ± 0.054 0.655 ±0.027 0.018 ±0.009 
Wet season GpA19a 5 0.620 0.583 0.001 
May 2003 GpB6b 7 0.483 0.609 0.002 
GpC5b 10 0.430 0.668 0.007 
GpC26b 9 0.740 0.683 0.006 
Mean ± SE 7.8 ±1.1 0.568 ± 0.070 0.636 ± 0.024 0.004 ±0.001 
nail = number of alleles per locus, H0 = observed heterozygosity, Hs = expected 
heterozygosity, DST = diversity between samples 
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Table 3. Genetic differentiation of Nguruman and Lambwe dry and wet season 
Locus FST RST G ST 
Nquruman GpA19a 0.006": 0.010 0.004 
Dry season GpB6b 0.076*** 0.044 0.058 
(July & Dec 2003) GpB20b 0.121*** 0.043 0.128 
GpC5b 0.050*** -0.001 0.027 
GpClOb 0.020": -0.006 0.026 
GpC26b 0.027*** 0.005 0.026 
All 0.051 0.006 0.047 
Wet season GpA19a 0.006 0.000 0.010 
(May 2003) GpB6b 0.027** 0.013 0.020 
GpB20b 0.137*** 0.028 0.130 
GpC5b 0.012ns 0.008 0.010 
GpClOb 0.021* 0.013 0.019 
GpC26b 0.007"' -0.001 0.007 
All 0.041 0.009 0.037 
Lambwe 
Dry season GpA19a 0.065*** 0.011 0.065 
(December 2002) GpB6b 0.036*** 0.007 0.030 
GpC5b 0.009"' 0.004 0.008 
GpC26b 0.005": 0.001 0.005 
All 0.028 0.006 0.026 
Wet season GpA19a 0.002": 0.002 0.002 
(May 2003) GpB6b 0.005": -0.007 0.003 
GpC5b 0.013": -0.005 0.010 
GpC26b 0.009": -0.004 0.008 
All 0.007 -0.003 0.006 
***P < 0.0005, **P < 0.01, *P < 0.005,ns = not significant 
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Table 4. Genetic diversity and differentiation of G. pallidipes sampled from Nguruman 
averaged over six loci 
Date of Mean 
collection n N number of H0 HE F\s FsT 
alleles 
May 2000 88 8.7 0.625 0.648 0.035** 0.014 
Nov 2001 80 8.5 0.624 0.660 0.056** 0.050 
May 2003 4 87 7.5 0.695 0.653 -0.060 0.056 
July 2003 3 96 8.0 0.710 0.698 -0.035 0.010 
Dec 2003 161 7.7 0.718 0.671 -0.073 0.016 
** P < 0.01, n = number of sites, N = number of individuals, H0 = observed 
heterozygosity, HE = unbiased expected heterozygosity (Nei 1987). 
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Table 5. Pairwise FsT estimates between pooled temporal samples from the Nguruman 
Date of Collection 
May'00 Nov'01 May'03 Jul'03 Dec'03 
May'00 — 
Nov'01 0.019 — 
May'03 0.032 0.001 — 
Jul'03 0.025 0.031 0.033 — 
Dec'03 0.019 0.038 0.039 0.005 
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Table 6. AMOVA for seasonal genetic variation of Nguruman samples (Weir and 
Cockerham 1984; Excoffier et al. 1992; Weir 1996) 
Source d.f. Variance % variation F P2 
Among seasons1 1 0.00681 0.33 n 
£
 0.003 >0.05 
Among populations 
within seasons 19 0.09038 4.41 Fsc = 0.044 <10"5 
Within populations 1039 1.95258 95.26 n 
if 
0.047 <10"5 
Total 1059 2.04978 
1 Seasons refer to dry and wet 
2 Probability of obtaining a greater variance and F by chance. 
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Table 7. AMOVA of Nguruman G. pallidipes samples collected on different dates (Weir 
and Cockerham 1984; Excoffier et al. 1992; Weir 1996) 
Source d.f. Variance 
% 
variation F P1 
Among dates 4 
Among populations3 
within dates 12 
Within populations 1007 
Total 1023 
0.03220 1.58 FCT = 0.015 <0.050 
0.05412 2.66 Fsc = 0.027 <10"5 
1.94932 95.76 FST = 0.042 <10"5 
2.03564 
1 Probability of obtaining greater variance and F by chance 
2 Dates are May 2000, Nov. 2001, May 2003, Jul. 2003 and Dec. 2003. 
3 Populations refer to sampling sites. 
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Figure 1. Frequencies of the most common alleles at six loci from pooled G. pallidipes 
dry and wet season samples from Nguruman. 
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Appendix 1: Temporal microsatellite diversity and genetic differentiation of G. pallidipes 
from Nguruman. N = the sample size and n = number of sites. 
Date N[n]  Locus na Ho HE Fis FST P 
May 2000 88 [2] GpA19a 5 0.556 0.600 0.071 -0.011 0.2036 
GpB6b 5 0.358 0.384 0.063 -0.004 0.2510 
GpB20b 8 0.690 0.721 0.027 0.037 0.1160 
GpC5b 7 0.511 0.678 0.256 0.009 0.0037 
GpClOb 16 0.842 0.799 -0.076 0.035 0.0055 
GpC26b 11 0.796 0.738 -0.087 0.004 0.8017 
All 8.7 0.625 0.648 0.035 0.014 0.0006 
Nov 2001 80 [4] GpA19a 4 0.605 0.641 0.041 0.004 0.3077 
GpB6b 6 0.525 0.451 -0.152 0.044 0.9506 
GpB20b 10 0.612 0.734 0.210 0.119 0.0000 
GpC5b 7 0.456 0.661 0.289 0.013 0.0004 
GpClOb 15 0.817 0.738 -0.063 0.051 0.3925 
GpC26b 9 0.728 0.689 -0.047 0.059 0.1569 
All 8.5 0.624 0.660 0.052 0.056 0.0001 
May 2003 87[4] GpA19a 5 0.603 0.564 -0.052 0.001 0.7595 
GpB6b 5 0.638 0.490 -0.314 0.038 1.0000 
GpB20b 8 0.704 0.675 -0.037 0.211 0.5082 
GpC5b 4 0.471 0.645 0.276 0.033 0.0001 
GpClOb 12 0.958 0.805 -0.182 0.028 1.0000 
GpC26b 11 0.794 0.740 -0.077 -0.006 0.2050 
All 7.5 0.695 0.653 -0.060 0.058 0.8344 
July 2003 96 [3] GpA19a 4 0.573 0.609 0.020 0.014 0.6828 
GpB6b 5 0.898 0.632 -0.441 0.049 1.0000 
GpB20b 11 0.569 0.744 0.188 -0.008 0.0426 
GpC5b 5 0.410 0.682 0.404 -0.011 0.0001 
GpClOb 14 0.958 0.785 -0.195 0.005 1.0000 
GpC26b 9 0.854 0.739 -0.189 0.018 0.9997 
All 8.0 0.710 0.698 -0.035 0.011 0.9810 
Dec 2003 161 [4] GpA19a 5 0.623 0.599 -0.047 -0.003 0.7691 
GpB6b 4 0.923 0.617 -0.510 0.003 1.0000 
GpB20b 9 0.614 0.702 0.132 0.015 0.0000 
GpC5b 6 0.421 0.668 0.346 0.006 0.0000 
GpClOb 13 0.869 0.752 -0.148 0.056 0.9107 
GpC26b 9 0.859 0.686 -0.233 0.009 1.0000 
All 7.7 0.718 0.671 -0.073 0.016 0.7106 
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CHAPTER 6. GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
SUMMARY 
My research had four broad objectives. These were to: 1 ) isolate and 
characterize microsatellite DNA markers for the tsetse fly, G. pallidipes, 2) estimate 
genetic differentiation and gene flow among natural G. pallidipes populations at a 
macrogeographic scale, 3) assess the genetic structure and gene flow within and 
among G. pallidipes populations at a fine spatial scale, and 4) assess temporal changes 
in gene diversity and genetic structure of G. pallidipes. 
In Chapter 2, eight G. pallidipes microsatellite loci were isolated and 
characterized in collaboration with Genetic Identification Services. The markers were 
highly polymorphic and hence useful for population genetic studies of G. pallidipes. 
Automation of genotyping method by using GeneScan made it possible to process 
hundreds of samples. G. pallidipes primers amplified DNA from other tsetse species, 
indicating the priming sites are conserved across different tsetse taxa. This is a typical 
finding and consistent with the findings of Baker and Krafsur (2001) who characterized 
microsatellites isolated from G. morsitans sensu latu. 
In Chapter 3, gene flow was assessed within and among G. pallidipes 
populations at macrogeographic scales, tens to hundreds of kilometers. Samples were 
obtained from East Africa, Ethiopia and from southern Africa covering almost the entire 
known range of G. pallidipes. Tests for bottlenecks using microsatellite data were 
negative for all groups, indicating that G. pallidipes populations are near mutation-drift 
equilibrium. Mitochondrial data, however, confirmed that tsetse populations in southern 
Africa underwent a severe reduction in numbers. Our findings are consistent with those 
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of Krafsur et al. (1997) and Krafsur (2002). These studies show that microsatellite allelic 
diversities in tsetse recover rather quickly if indeed they were reduced via bottlenecks. 
Populations grouped according to their geographic proximity showed less 
differentiation within groups than among groups. Surprisingly, genetic differentiation 
estimates indicated a high degree of subdivision. Capture-mark-release data show G. 
pallidipes to be a highly mobile tsetse (Vale et al., 1984; Williams et al., 1992). Genetic 
and ecological data therefore contradict each other. The high genetic differentiation 
indicates that the amount of gene flow within and among populations is less than 
predicted from ecological research which shows high vagility. However, the relationship 
between genetic and ecological data should be interpreted with caution. Whereas 
published genetic data involved samples separated by distances in tens to thousands of 
kilometers, ecological data pertain to distances in tens of kilometers or less (Krafsur, 
2002). Hence, averages taken over samples that vary so much in distance can be 
misleading. This is because the relationship between indirect estimates of gene flow 
(A/m) and the index of differentiation, FSj, is nonlinear (Hartle and Clark, 1997; Whitlock 
and McCauley, 1999). Moreover, the dispersed flies may be at a selective disadvantage 
leading to reproductive failure (Gooding and Krafsur, 2004a, b). Failure of immigrant 
flies to reproduce would have no effect on genetic drift in isolated populations. The data 
presented in Chapter 3 provided the necessary replication of past studies using a 
greater number of selectively neutral DNA markers. Sampling was done from previously 
genotyped locations and new locations were added. 
The fourth Chapter focused on the microgeographic genetic structure of G. 
pallidipes. By microgeographic I mean pairwise distances between sampling sites of 200 
m to 10 km. Allele frequencies were homogeneous among sampling sites but not among 
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blocks in Nguruman and Lambwe, indicating that sites represent randomly mating units 
within blocks. Whereas there was little evidence for genetic differentiation among 
samples within a region, significant differentiation was found between Nguruman and 
Lambwe Valley populations. A significant result was the high differentiation between 
Kodera and Lambwe on one hand and Nguruman and Serengeti on the other. These 
results indicate that Nguruman and Lambwe G. pallidipes are fairly isolated from each 
other as, indeed, they should be given the highly discontinuous tsetse habitats divided 
by arid or cool regions and the severe land profile typical of East Africa. 
Our findings are not consistent with the hypothesis that flies reinvade the 
Nguruman valley in great numbers yearly from the Tanzania escarpment. We suggest 
instead that relatively small numbers of tsetse flies survive in thickets during dry 
seasons, and reproduce and expand greatly in wet seasons. Further sampling in areas 
adjacent to Nguruman escarpment, particularly on the Kenya - Tanzania border would 
help to confirm or deny our suggestion regarding the source of Nguruman G. pallidipes. 
Chapter 5 evaluated the temporal genetic structure of G. pallidipes. Allele 
frequencies were homogeneous between seasons. Frequencies of the most common 
alleles varied little between dry and wet seasons. There were no significant differences 
between the numbers of alleles per locus in the dry and wet seasons. Although 
diversities between dry season populations were higher than those between wet season 
populations, there were no significant differences in expected heterozygosities in the dry 
season and wet season. Analysis of temporal samples regardless of season showed 
little temporal fluctuation in observed and expected heterozygosities. These results 
indicate stability of microsatellite diversities regardless of season and indicate that 
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populations do not undergo bottlenecks small enough to reduce allelic diversities or 
heterozygosities or encourage genetic drift. 
Differentiation among Nguruman samples was slightly greater than among 
Lambwe samples during both dry and wet seasons. It is unclear why this is so, but it is 
likely due to differences in habitat. The Nguruman habitat was more heterogeneous than 
Lambwe. When considering all the samples from Nguruman and Lambwe, differentiation 
was higher in the dry season than in the wet season. The high differentiation in the dry 
season can be attributed to genetic drift in small and fragmented subpopulations. 
Although differentiation was higher in the dry season, AM OVA results showed no 
substantial genetic subdivision between seasons or among temporal groups. 
Furthermore, there was no significant temporal fluctuation in differentiation among 
samples within collection dates. The foregoing results indicate that season and time had 
minimal, if any, detectable effects on the genetic structure of G. pallidipes at the 
microgeographic scale considered. 
CONCLUSIONS 
In conclusion, the results presented in this dissertation show that microsatellites 
are highly informative markers for studies of genetic differentiation, diversity, and gene 
flow in G. pallidipes. The new markers will be useful for future population genetic 
studies, not only in G. pallidipes but also in related tsetse taxa. G. pallidipes populations 
are highly differentiated at the large spatial scales. This is consistent with previous 
reports (Krafsur et al. 1997; Krafsur and Wolford, 1999). There is a freer exchange of 
genes at local scales hence less differentiation. Tsetse control operations in Lambwe 
and Nguruman have had a minimal impact on levels of diversity because diversities in 
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both regions exceeded 50%. It seems residual populations that survive in thickets 
recover soon enough to prevent significant genetic drift. Our data did not support the 
hypothesis that G. pallidipes re-invades Nguruman each year from the Tanzania 
escarpment. This is because allele frequencies were significantly heterogeneous 
between Nguruman and Serengeti, the nearest known G. pallidipes belt to the 
escarpment. However, more sampling is needed to corroborate this finding. Although 
dry season samples are more differentiated than their wet season counterparts, season 
and time had no significant effect on the genetic structure of G. pallidipes. 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
There is need to develop new microsatellite loci and to proceed with screening of 
available G. pallidipes microsatellite DNA libraries to come up with more markers for 
population genetic studies. A greater number of markers will help to minimize interlocus 
variance and provide a more representative analysis of the genome. 
Also, the issue of local adaptation needs to be addressed. Although tsetse pupae 
are hard to find, it might be useful sampling pupae rather than adults. Genetic sampling 
of pupae would help determine the reproductive success of immigrant flies and asses 
the role of selection if any, on genotypes of progeny. Seasonal studies require sampling 
at the end of and at the beginning of wet and dry seasons. Temporal studies also 
require parallel sampling spread over many years. Our sampling scheme did not meet 
these requirements for logistical reasons. It would be interesting to see how the genetic 
structure would vary two to three years from now. 
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